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close at the same time.
In
com
or care to preach it, and as the
mending the work already done on
Calvin or regular Baptist church has
the primary building lie states that
yielded iyore than the Free Baptists
the efficiency' of the work and the
were required to do, „and for greater
comfort of the child would be in
efficiency, and hastening the ushering
creased by adjustable desks. Fifteen
Good Cash Balance On Hand at children have been promoted in the
The first annual supper for the
in of the Kingdom, the Free Baptis Phillips Boys in Game All the Time
grades since September; number of Federated church and Parish - and church in its larger work has become
End of Year at Kingfield.
persons in town of the school age their families was served in the Par
A special train from
Kingfield,
ish House at 6.30 p. m.,
Thursday * part of the large Baptist ^ o ^ i n a April 1, 1913, 243.
Kingfield, Feb. 24.—The annual re
bringing 65 young people came to
The town clerk’s report of vital evenillg’ February 19.
Nine tables tion> 6ach Free Baptist church indePhillips to witness the basket ball
port of the municipal officers of the
'statistics
for
the
year
1913
is
as
were
spread’
wlth
seatlng
capacity, of pendent in administering its local j game between the Phillips
High
town for the year ending February
16, 1914 shows the following interest follows: Number of births 22- num- over 70 and 3,8 il was 80 near the affairs and may retain their organi- school and Kingfield High school.
of Washington’s birth- zatioIls and name as is pleasing or
ing statistics:
Real estate, resident, ber of males 12, number of females
The Kingfield boys played a one
10;
number
of
marriages,
9;
groom,
day’
the
tables
were all decorated|most convenient for them to do, and man game; not showing much team
$270,744; real estate, non-resident,
Bags pierced into large thus help to answer that last prayer work.
The Kingfield boys had some
$49,751; personal estate,
resident, oldest at date of marriage, 42 years;
81 f f d af ples as a center Piece, George o£ j esus to his disciples, “ that they difficulty in shooting baskets. The
$64,771; personal estate, non-resident, youngest at date of marriage,
total $412,425;
$412^425• * number
number
of years;- average age,
picture’ prettiIy drapedjmay all be one as we are.”
Mrs. baskets in their hall are loose and
$7,159*;.’ total
of
- . 25 years;- brides,. . .wWashiDgtoI1’s
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»
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Jus taxed 270 poll tax $3- mim- oldest at date of marriage, 36; young- Wlth Amencan flags and on the piano Scamman closed her response with the baskets in the hall at Phillips
not taxed, 30,'rate' 031; I - C H i average age 22; number of I ™ a h“ f e( b»wl ot
the following original stanza*
of are sound.
1cleaddis, 15; number of males,
torses, 211; colts, 3-year-olds, " 4; |
10. i with scarlet flowers in the center poetry, as she has a talent in that
Howland of the Phillips team did
•alts °-year-olds 10- colts 1-year-old number of females, 5; oldest person and 16 s rs and
npeb diaped a‘ line:
exceptionally goed work all through
the game, keeping his man
from
T
c w 112
s V ^ loius,
d s 6*,
2^ zsyear-,
date of death,' 84 years;
you ngesV
t MisS
MtrIaJttl
Brackett
had
A nd while we still will love and honor
7 cows,
l i t ,• .4-year
^
° ^ rOUmd
rhiareo l nf
this Dart
nf the
work The
Onr d «a r old ch u rch fa ith fu l and true.
getting only one basket and getting
olds, 43; 1-year-old, 36;
sheep, 221; ™ days; average age, 53 years, 11 chaTg® of
pa^. o£ the WOrk* The
aim of the committee in charge was
N o t less cordial s n a il be the W ilcom e
10 for his team.
srine, 100.
The total of taxes as months, 17 days.
W ith w h ich w e ’ll m eet and tfreet the new.
to have the annual church supper as
Reed is doing better work in each
sessed for the year is $13,592.60.
F or w e ’re all children o f on e fam ily
homey as possible, like the gather
game and the men look small to him
The treasurer’s report for the year
A ll s u b je ct to one m aster’s call
ing in of a large family around the
WEST MILLS,
which he comes up against. Croteau
F rom w hatever la id or nation
shows the total receipts for the year
father's table.
Each table had a
T h ere ’ 8 one God, one Father, over all.
is also doing fine work.
jj be $18,991.69 and the cash balance
hostess to preside and a waitress to
Kempton and Sweatt are playing
The next sentiment proposed was,
on hand Feb. 17, 1914, $3,098.97.
Feb. 24.
serve and the supper was served in
good
games and stick with their men
The
dhurch
and
Congregationalists,
The librarian of the Webster Free
The cold weather hangs on at 10 the same manner, as a table
of
all the time.
Mrs.
F.
N.
Beal,
who
responded
in
Library reports sixty-five new books below this morning in the sun.
guests in the private homes. Chick
The Rumford team played at Phil
a very pleasing and interesting man
added during the year, and subscripMrs. Henry Luce visited at Mrs. en pie, mashed potato, bread
and ner, altnougli like Mrs. Scamman, ha lips a few weeks ago and got defeat
Cons to Ainslee’s, Lippincott’s Every- Eliza Collins’s last Saturday.
butter, jelley, the first course. The but little notice and as she was ed by a score of 27 to 25, the Phil
body’s and Harper’s magazines, 175
Mrs. Nina Smith went to Lewiston chicken8 and potatoes were hot and
chairman of the supper committee, lips boys playing a fast game all the
regular patrons.
She recoapmends last Saturday to see her
brother, nicely seasoned.
The tables were
Word was received from
not much time to study church his time.
(to appointment of a book commit- Willie Jeffers, who is at the Central cleared and delicious layer
cakes tory, but she gave very interesting Rumford a few days ago, stating that
lee to select new books for the li- Maine General hospital in
not a with tea and coffee for the second
points in regard to their origin and they would like to cancel the game
brary.
The balance in the treas- very favorable condition.
He has course, and out of respect for the
early American history. The dis with the Phillips team at Rumford.
arer’s hands Is $48.21.
undergone an operation and Is ex- occasion, we called our layer cake,
tinctive principle of Congregationa The Phillips boys are anxious to
Two articles to be voted upon at pected to return home before long,
Washington pie.
Each hostess and lists or Independents which was their play the second game with them.
the town meeting on Monday, March
Miss Elvie Daggett is assisting in her guests stood in their respective first name, is that every Christian
The crowd from Kingfield’' was a
2, are one additional street light on Madison at Curtis’ lunch room.
places while the pastor offered church or congregation is entitled to happy bunch when they landed in
Carre street, and three on
Maple
Frank L. Chapman returned home prayer.
The table hostesses were elect its own officers and manage its Phillips, but afetr the game they
street; and to see If the voters will tbjs w6ek Monday,
Mrs. M. S. Kelley, Mrs. H. W. True, own affairs, and stand independent were anxicus to get started home.
lake any action and assist for one
Roy Chapman is visiting at Mr. Mrs. F. A. Lawton, Mrs. Edward of all authority, saving that only of
Page of the Kingfield team was
day on permanent Improvement
of and Mrs. Clifford Bearor's, Madison, Greenwood, Mrs. A. W.
McLeary, the Supreme and Divine Head of the wide awake all the time and did
fowls.
Colds are prevalent but no one |Mrs. D. F. Field, Miss Albertine But- church, the Lord Jesus Christ. The some nice work alone all through the
The superintendent of
schools seriously ill.
terifeld, Miss Miriam Brackett. The early independents occupied the same game.
Page has only played a few
Bakes several
recommendations, Mrs. Fred Grant attended
the waitresses were the Misses Kathleen position as other sections of the games and improves each time he
chief among which are: A
third Lecturers’ Grange in Lewiston and Noble, Florian Wheeler, Fern Gould, Buritan family and held in substance plays.
He sticks with his man all
teacher for the High school,
or the visited at Mrs. L. A. Wentworth’s. I Hazel Webber,
Lillian Tootliaker, tue
Evangelical
doctrine
of the time.
«e session plan, leaving the after- Mr. and Mrs. John Tarr
and Mildred Kempton, Hazel
Sargent, the Reformers and of the Thirty Nine
The line up was as follows:
Articles.
Several eminent men of Croteau r. f.
toons for special work and Individual little girl Retta visited in Wilton Pearl Smith, Gladys Morton
1. b.
Page
.
r. b. Wing
instruction;
a Manual Training last week.
W e beard many compliments for tnis body suffered death for their Howland 1. f.
c. Alward
course is commended and explained
Frank Philbrook visited over Sun- the excellent supper and the manner opinions and others were condemned Reed c.
I. f. Porter
it length; an Eight Grade system is day at Fred Grant’s.
in which it was served.
The com- to banishment, the greater part to Sweatt r. b.
Numbers sought an asy Kempton 1. b.
r. f. Barden
recommended with the use
of the Margaret Clark’s school was clos-j mittee in charge of the
evening Holland.
Gcals from floor, Phillips, Howland
recently published textbooks
contain- ed last week in the Lincoln
Rand were Mrs. F. N. Beal, Mrs. H. W. lum in New England for the right
to worship God according to the dic 10, Croteau, 5, Reed 5. Fouls 0.
‘ng much material related to every district on account of canker rash.
True, Mrs. W. V. Larrabee.
tates
of his own conscience,
and
Goals from floor Kingfield,
Page
day needs.
Mr. Foster glso recomThere was a pleasing musical pro
America still cherishes the memory 2, Alward 3, ’V’f ing 1.
Fouls, Bar
nends that the school year and the
D O N ’T F O R G E T .
gram with music by the High school
as the den 2.
fiscal year of the school department S U B S C R IB E FOR M A I N E W O O D S . orchestra and solos by Miss Florian of these Pilgrim Fathers,
founders of these institutions which
Referees, Phillips, Payson; KingWheeler and Prof. M. R.
Keyes. are the sources of her freedom, her
field, Wyman.
Everyone was requested to remain intellectual and moral powers, and
Scorers, Phillips, Graff am; Kingseated at their respective tables and iier- natural elevation.
In America field, Tufts.
Rev. M. S. Hutchins as toastmaster the first Independent church
was
after a little preliminary talk and founded by John Robinson at Ply
explanations gave out the sentiments mouth 1620; in 1638 Harvard col
DISTRICT NO. 2
Mountain View, Maine
in a most happy way, and Mrs. Fre lege was founded.
The Congrega
F or fu rth er p a rticu la rs w rite o r a d d re s s
mont Scamman was first asked to tionalists or Independents,
stood
Feb. 24.
from
the
beginning
for
an
educated
respond
to
the
toast,
The
Church
Mrs. J. C. Wells and son Elmon
i
L. E . B 0 W L E Y ,
and Free Baptists.
She was equal ministry.
Berry were recent guests of George
Mountain View,
•
•
•
Maine.
to the occasion, although as she said
In 1750 Unitarian principles spread Haley and family.
she had little time for preparation widely in Congregational churches of
Miss Christine Haley returned
as s^e was asked over the telephone America and in 1785 a separation home Sunday after a few days’ visit
the night before, and as the program took place between the Unitarians with her aunt, Mrs. Helen McLaugh
G R A N T ’S C A M P S .
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E
and
Harvard lin.
was one where no one was at liberty and Triunitarians
Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes.
college
is
Unitarian.
The
strong
Mr. and Mrs. Bion Wing attended
to
decline
to
do
what
they
could.
Wo can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with
She gave briefly the origin, more hold of Congregationalism is in the Grange meeting in New Vineyard
bath. Write for information, train'^ervioe etc.
ED GRANT & SON CO.
than 125 years ago, of the Free New England States and according last week.
Charles F. Davis of
Farmington,
Will Baptist church and the reason to Dr. Scliuff has exerted and still
H m 4 * + + + + + * * * * 6 * * 4 * * * « « * * * * + * + * « ^ < o>*+*<o>**<
exerts, a beneficial influence upon who is hauling lumber for Hutchins
for
their
existence,
viz,
that
so
t* M o »
many rebelled against the doctrine the religious, social, and political and Son went to Phillips Saturday to
The most wonderful hunting in Maine is on the
meet his wife who came up from
of predestination and election from life of the whole nation.
'BLA.KESLEE -PRESERVE OF 30,000 ACRES.
The third sentiment offered was Farmington and with Mr. Davis
the creation of the world for some
We guarantee you a shot at a deer. Birds are more numerous than
our Federated Church and
Miss were guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
ever befor ■. If vou want real hunting, write
♦] to be saved, others to be lost, and
JOE W HITE, Eustis, Maine, for booklet and particulars.
*1 Benj. Randall boldly preached
the Georgine Wilbur was asked to re Teague over Sunday.
S k in n er, M a ine a fte r O c to b e r 1 .
*
J
Miss Wilbur had no ancient
We understand that up to this
Free Will doctrine and declared up spond.
history
to
consult but gaver us In an writing A. A. Nickerson has hauled
and down the land that “ whosoever
will may be saved” and in derision interesting and comprehensive out the largest load of lumber; also the
he and his followers were
called line of the origin and purpose of the largest log that has been hauled to
Federated church and first of all Hutchins and Sen’s mill this winter.
“ Free Williers’ and were known for
C. H. McKenney while butchering
nearly 100 years as Free Will Bap she wished publicly to express her
Baptist a pig for A. J. Wing l?.st week, cut
Do you know that the RANGELEY LAKES AND DEAD tists; then the name was changed appreciation to the Free
RIVER REGION Situated on a high tableland in northern MAINE, to Free Baptists, standing for free church who own the building, for the his finger very badly taking nearly
‘san ideal country in the SUMMER SEASON, being about 2,000 grace, free choice, free communion of almost heroic efforts they have made half of the nail and a slice of the
to bring it to the present state of flesh from the index finger on his
table.
feet above the sea level with magnificent mountain scenery, all disciples at the Lord’s
completion in order to enable the left hand and has suffered severely
church
spring water, pure air, and the best o f accommodai iois, from a There is hardly a Baptist
Federated church to more fully meet with it since.
anywhere,
or
other
Calvinistic
Pilatial. fashionable hotel to the modest but clean and comfortable
the present day demands upon church
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Virgin and
churches, that hold the original faith life and work.
She spoke of how children were recent guests of Mr.
tag cabin.
both churches came to realize that and Mrs. C. H. McKenney.
they were wasting strength and en
Charles Gile of Rangeley who is
Publishes a booklet descriptive o f this territory, which contains a
ergy in this little town by trying to doing chores for Leonard Ross this
neat little map of this whole region. It is yours for the asking.
maintain the work of two organizawinter called on friends in this dis
and moths wanted for college* Highest prices paid. Outdoor
Address
v
•< summer
work. Get complete book of instructions and details.
Send 2c stamp. JAMES SINCLAIR. Entomologist, Dept. 9,
trict last week.
(
Continued
on
page
eight).
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me, as when, on sultry nights,
a
storm is brewing.
The distant,
W EST.
omnious rumbling of the
thunder,
heralding an inevitable tempest, with
One million rainbow trout fry willj
its accompaniment of vivid lighten
broken—some faithfulness of superior
ing, does not alarm me. Rather there
be planted in -the Spokane river this J
ity, that breathes some pure thought,
arises in me some wild desire
to
spring by the Spokane county fish;
seized out of a celestial world!
By Robert Page Lincoln
know the strength of it, the total
and game commission, which
also
Night, shutting from our sight that
the
The wings of night, truly—spread which lias been so familiar to us in ness of it; to be out, under
will stock the region with
upland
surging, mettled heavens,
as one,
lends!
game birds.
A. J. Buzard, a m em -;over a sleeping world—a
summer the revealing sunlight hours,
with the universe.
This mightin
Their power, so|
ber of the commission, says rain^
the gtm
bef0re mld. rest to the eyes.
ess—the rolling clouds, the clashing
bow trout thrive in the Spokane t>et- j uigllt
h ow very 'fulfilling, illimin- veiy much in demand,’ as one of the
thunder, the dominating flash
of
ter than in any other stream in the, aUug frOJU our Bystem thoge eXact. foremost senses, more in day than
forked electricity, the sweeping batnorthwest, adding, “ there are thous ing tribulations that prey upon us. by night, now fall back upon the
•aliens of the wtnd-ldnjg, signify the
ands of fine fishing holes and eddies Having known the miseries of inso sense of hearing, depending greatly
jllimitableness
of all Nature. How
in the river which will be so tlior-! mnia, and part14of that Hell known upon that intense factor, by the per
many can trulj' appreciate a felling
may}
oughly stocked that this river will as neurasthenia, I can firmjy say tha fect adjustment of which we
tornado; a tree up-rooting cyclone;
afford the finest fishing in this [ have lost many wild illusions in wander, at night., more than ever aa destructive hurricane? Few; for
lert, the mind clearer than ever, thesection.”
the vast wilderness of night.
It
self-preservation, the guarding of life
In its campaign on behalf of hunt seems that some of us are born very body listening, and communicat for its own short and precious space,
ing
the
tell-tale
things
heard,
to
th
e1
ers" the
ani l minordinately
and
com
* w commission has established a with
u i I'll
n
v i U 1 1 1 U l *- AJr
Ikeen,
I v V 1-1J Cl
VI
V
i/ H i
has impregnated' the
consciousness
The
game farm in Spokane, with 1,G00; pining, mental vision, forever liav- directing, transparent mind.
with some sense of close-lying dread,
some story.
liungarian pheasants as a start. To ing an inexhaustible store of energy, slightest sound has
whereby man hurries to shelter and
provide big game the commission has of brain cells ever working, night Those vibrations, escaping us by day, endeavors to the full of his power to
We
had Mount Spokane, the
highest and day.
Such know comfort, not are firmly grasped by night.
shield his loved ones from the relent
move
with,
light-footed
caution—with}
mountain in eastern Washington, set
^he endeavor to sleep, but
in
less tide of disaster.
And yet, how
shrewd
conjecture,
and
that
pains-1
aside as a game preserve. By pro striding the wide roads in that quest
complete in its beauty is such a gi
taking looking-forward to things that
hibiting shooting the deer there will that has no end.
Sometimes, wan
gantic manifestation
of
Nature.
multiply rapidly, and a herd of elk dering abroad of a summer evening, stamps upon the mind, through the Early, when the storm is gathering
sources
of
the
ears,
the
wisdom
of
is to be added this spring.
The x am given various treats that re
force for the coming trial, and test
mountain’s summit is being conquer main monumental in my mind. It the dominating ljuman intelligence.; ing of its power, one may lie
be
especial;
ed by an automobile road, now near was once the voice of that rare bird- Night sets before us for
side the open window, with mind
consideration
that
rule
of
self-preser
ly completed.
Quail, blue grouse the whippoorwill.
The last bird I
never so keen, never so appreciative.
To some, night inspires a
and ruffled grouse are plentiful on heard was in my old haunts,
two vation.
spirit of dread.
Brave, by day, and, A breathlessness is abroad over the
the mountain's slopes.
years ago, and it has been the last
It is a scene worthy of a
yet in the quiet wilderness of night, world.
can
The commission contemplates es one, only one, my recollection
Gustav Dore, or Dante in the height
I remember the night gloom enveloped, and forebodance ap of his intellect; a funereal shroud
tablishing a 4,000-acre game preserve firmly grasp.
I was straying down a path, pearing, suddenly the weaker spirit above, the earth hushed, and wait
in the southwestern part of Spokane well.
rises.
It points to that still
re
with the shadows gathered heavy
county, surrounding Williams lake.
tained spirit in all humankind, coming ing, as though it were cowering be
The farmers in the district have around me.
The skies were perfectup fro~o the buried centuries of an fore those impending forces.
requested the game and fish commis- ^ clear, and starry, with the moon
This coolness, before a storm
cestors, away back in the tree days,
sion to close the land for a period bigli, sending its ra js into the veij
and cave days, when the beings we breaks; this -balminess, tinged with
of 10 years, and each farmer will b e 'mi4st of the woodland.
Suddenly,
are sprung from lived among the the breath of springtime; it has for
appointed a deputy game warden to ros® uP°n tke stillness of the night
branches, arid in the side of the the mind, and body, a constant, and
protect the game in the preserve.
j that voice of all voices the wliipTo fall from a tree to the remembered, charm. A slight wind;
It was like a call out of rocks.
poorwill.
The commission has apportioned its
earth,
below,
meant sacrifice to wild a drop of rain spattering upon the
eternity; like a prayer of expres
work so that A. F. Weiseman has
The instinctive rus
brutes,
and
therefore,
in the name upturned face.
sion—some dream spoken aloud in
pharge of small game, A. G. Gray of
tle of the tree-leaves.
The solem
of
self-preservation,
was
born
that
silvery tones—a soul unbosomed— |
big game and A. J. Buzard of fishing.}
nity of the ensuing stillness. Light
sense
of
fine
wakefulness,
keenness
something infinite, and yet earth
The Missoula (Mont.) Missourian'
ening portraying the inky blackness
ly—something mysterious, and yet of thought, and behind it all that
recently published the following item
of the heaven’s tumult.
A distant
lingering
dread.
easily grasped—something like an
displaying the “ sportsmanship”
of
roar
gaining
in
volume,
and
sudden
It is in moonlit and starlit nights,
open well we look into, seeing our
various persons:
ly the storm, in all its fury, is upon
that
the
lure
of
the
Open
Road
is
selves pictured below in the unstirWho shall then stand under
James Conlon, deputy clerk of th e jring water The tone was that of strongest in anyone, given to temp us.
the
heavens,
in worship? Only they
court, is beyond a doubt, the Ic ie s t ellrapture>
It was, more
mellow, tations for wandering pleasure. The
fisherman in westein Montana. Ang- than mellow, and softer, and deeper, Open Read always extends before us, who have learned to love Nature,
as
ling in this western country suppos- an(j more religious than the voice of in welcome, whether we are plunged free-lieartedly and abundantly;
fearless,
then,
as
in
a
mild-temperediy demands a deal of energy in its the hermit thrush, to say
which} in sentimentality, or in the sense of
are
lovers.
The Isaac Walton of the may be a sacrilege.
Its exhilarations are ed June day, when the bees
Instantly, a the practical.
east, who is accustomed to sleeping longing rose in my being; Find him— never so identified as when
the humming, and the flowers are sway
liuder a tree while waiting for some fjnd ^im!
gloom settles down; when the moon ing. W e must gather greatness in
many and various channels.
Na
unwary fish to take the bait left at
Like one in a dream, I again heard is riding the heavens, in the offing,
his doorstep is out o fhis environment that voice, calling, calling, calling, and the stars look down from
every ture’s immeasurable beneficence is
Her smaller
when put up against mountain fish each note becoming softer, deeper, nook and corner of the firmament. widely scattered.
In
ing.
That is, we all thought he was and more humanly transparent, until How, then, all the spirit and wander structures are also the greater.
out of his environment until Jim Con each seemed to melt into the moon! lust, of youth will come upon one. darkness and in daylight, are con
lon came to the front with a practi above.
I stole along softly and How, then, one is content to silent stantly enacted the trials and tribu
cal refutation.
silently, and no leaf broke under-} ly take his way, mile for mile into lations of a beautiful world.
Night has its rest and
reverie.
As long as there
Jim’s iconoclastic performance was foot.
I doubt not that I might have the unknown.
They
pulled off last Sunday.
With a been a shadow, so silently did I are open roads for us to tread; as Day has its toil and reward.
form
an
immortal
and
lasting
union!
long
as
we
have
Eternal
Nature
to
couple of friends he went to the creep along.
Nearby an owl whim
Conlon ranch at Lolo for an after- pered as he sat eagle-eyed on his rely upon, there must be hope and
No bitterness and strife YES,
noon of fishing.
The party of ang- perch, seeing everything with un- happiness.
BY
IN D E E D !
HOUNDED
lers rode up and down the Lolo all holy eye-balls, wherever they were of commercialism can completely
W O L V E S IN M A I N E .
afternoon, meeting disgruntled anglers turned.
Still on, and on, I crept work destruction upon him who loves
at every turn, and decided at last to over hill and into wood, and still Nature, for the good that she exerts
The following veracious story is
go home without even trying their be called, and still I crept along. upon his better thoughts. The equal printed in Monday’s issue of the
luck.
Finally I lay on the sod, silent, and ity of mind, and matter; the well de Kennebec Journal of last week under
But fined sense of worship and adoration, a Greenville date:
On the wray back
to the ranch I heard his voice near me.
Jim saw a riffle which lookedpromis-}
where it was I did not know. Ihaveand wholesomeness that must be
That wolves are frequenting the
ing and rode into the stream to try heard the bells diffusing melody upon found in every human being—these big woods of Maine was reported
his luck.
The first cast was p ro-! the stillness of a night, but that things make us appreciate the good here Saturday afternoon by Felix
ductive.
Then the
whole party mysterious presence above me, with of living, closer and closer, to the Nadeau, a Canadian woodsman, who
These
rode out into the water and started his superior ability at throwing his common mother of us all.
arrived after a hard trip from Spen
not nightly visitations, these voluntary cer’s lumber camp near the Chesunfishing.
Wliitefish were landed al voice, fooled me, and I could
most at every cast.
The only dif gain even a dark glimpse of him. pilgrimages to the home of silence— cook lake settlement. He was badly
I lay there silent in these let us mingle our better
ficulty consisted in taking the fish He was gone!
frost bitten.
un- being, and none shall say but *that
off the hooks, rebaiting and keeping for three quarters of an hour,
Late Wednesday afternoon Game
moving, but heard no more of him, such an life was well spent, though Warden Wood reached the Spencer
the horses quiet.
in fact, I never saw him.
I have but little practical good came from
camps on his regular route, carrying
After the party had fished for 15
Let us know ourselves, stand
...
j
! never heard the voice of the sky- it.
a letter to Nadeau that his "wife in
minutes a small boy passed.
He
,
c
J
.
. and agreed to take +the
vic,l lark—1 have heard the California ing upon the shores of that Ocean Coaticook, Que., was dangerously ill
was stopped
If there be immortality, let
.
...
..
'mocking bird, the heaven-silvering Night.
with appendicitis. Nadeau immedia
fish off the hooks, rebait the lines,
,
&
understand tely started for Moosehead. lake and
*
rsoxi
+ ,v o
+ ' bob-o-lmk, and the thrush, but above us then condescend to
for every fifth catch. So there the i
„
,
. ‘
..
,
^ a11 rises that stray song I once better the inside workings of the Greenville, the nearest point to a
fishermen stayed, the horses endurb
Under the stars of Night Canadian Pacific train, to take him
heard, from that one whippoorwill. It universe.
ing the chill of the water and the
haunts me like a ghost of the dead. we learn the bigness or the little to the bedside of his wife. He car
email boy taking care of all the hard
W e are then
Some ether-shape.
Some globe-phan- ness of our natures.
ried a hastily-prepared lunch and an
luck.
worthy
tasia.
A wavering film of ‘ pure concentrated upon more
old-fashioned one-shot pistol.
At the end of an hour, without hav white,
Our frailties, our weaknes
fluttering,
indestructible, things.
On*the journey he realized he was
ing expended any more energy than through that utter immensity—a ses, are given the revealing test; but
being followed by some animal or
was necessary to throw the hook into glimpse—it is gone!
also the pure strength in us must
animals, but paid little attention to
the water and to pull out the fish,
Night has forever its fair pageant come to the surface, for our approv-’ the discovery.
Reaching a desert
the lazy anglers had caught 87 fine
I do not wonder but that
we ed camp he “ turned in,” but arose
ry of charm, and its unsolved myster al.
whitefish. Twelve casts had brought
ies—what with the free abondonment can form habits, for joy, or gloom. Iin the night to replenish the fire
two tish each and at no time wan the of the BereM> unsul])ed
lleaTCTB
Surely, no one reading out of
Na
when he beard a whining and
party delayed by any backwardness. arclled majesti,c abOT M d the land ture’s immortal, pageless book, can
scratching outside.
Expecting
to
on the part ot the prey.
Haying
wholesome c00lDesSi peacetully but welcome betterment.
This eter find Nemo, the Spencer camp dog,
used up their small store of ambit- stretching before us, claiming
our nal comradeship, of tree, and flower; lie opened the door to be confronted
ion, the Conlon party paid off the most respectable deliberation.
For the friendship of sky, and earth, with a shaggy bulk which leaped to
boy, called the unsuccessful fisher what can indeed be deeper than the must yield magnanimity to the
ward him and came within an ace of
men to the riffle and went home.
mysteries of the Night!
Centuries heart and mind.
entering the camp.
Nadeau slam
of soundless sound are lost in that
Nor are the serene and peaceful med the door and clasped the catch.
We feel nights alone those appealing.
We
Every Issue of Maine Wood® C a r wide immensity of space.
The animal Immediately set «p a
the pulse- have open to our consideration those series of howls which made
ries a Fresh W h i f f of
the
Pine in its utter perfection
the
beats of eternity.
We listen with other specatacular nights, when the woodsman believe at least a halfT re e State with it.
W h y Not Sub
eyes wide open, and we fairly see storms lower over the earth in all dozen were outside.
The animals,
scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All
with our ears, so bathed in
tran- their devastation.
I know of noth which Nadeau at once suspected of
the Year.
quilitude is that profundity—vast, un ing so'thrilling to the primitive in being hungry timber wolves, remain
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ESSAY ON NIGHT

ed about the camp throughout th$
night, frequently assaulting the hut
with scratches and howls.
By daylight they were gone and by
noontime the woodsman mustered up
sufficient courage to leave his she!- ter and resume his journey. Within
400 yards of the camp he found the
rein ay is of two deer which had evidently been killed by the midnight
marauders.
Little was left save
bones.
Nadeau finally reached Greenville,
where a telephone message from
Coaticook told him that Mrs. Nadeau
had been taken to a Sherbrooke hog.
pitai, and he left for there on the '
midnight train.

NO STATE EXCEEDS
G R A N D OLD MAINE
Bast Sumner, Feb. 21, 9114.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
It is an undeniable fact that no
locality on the American continent
exceeds grand old M-aine in its p0g.
sibilities for health, pleasure and
recreation.
The “ goods are here”
and all that is needed is to call the
attention of those outside of our
lovelj' domain, to their excellence and
permance. There are various ways
of advertising our great facilities to s
entertain and please visitors to tbe
Pine Tree StaHe.
Doubtless at the
coming gathering of loyal
friends
who believe in Maine, soob to occur
at Augusta, various methods of ad
vertising our attractive features vill
he presented and discussed. News
paper advertising is one of the most
potent and successful ways to call
attention to anything desirable to
place in the market, and we firmly
believe that a liberal appropriation b
our next state legislature for this
purpose would be an investment that
would pay richly.
Our resource*
for the entertainment and pleasure
of guests is unlimited and could our
legislature
fully realize this fact
and what it means to the state,
they would act wisely and favor i
most liberal policy tending to “boos
Maine” .
Our western states an
alive to booming their possessions,
and they sometimes draw a little
on their imagination to the detriment
of some who hastily grasp the flat
tering temptations offered.
But here in our beloved state it
is only necessary to state real facts
to attract attention to our
lord;
scenery, good healthful air Ml
water and everything essential to
health and happiness.
With our
roads and transportation facllltia
yearly improving, nothing is require!
but making the facts known. Ever?
sensible and appreciative visitor is
a valuable advertiser of our posses
sions.
W e hope that the sugges
tions hastily given in these ft*
lines may call worthy consideratfo
at the coming meeting at the stats
capitol.
“ Keep it ever before the people,’
is the motto of m aiy of our
successful business firms who adver
tise liberally.
Slocum
U N L A W F U L PO S S E S S IO N OF DEER

Trial Justice Herman W. Hold*
of Moose River has reported to tie
State Department of Inland Fistsies and Game the prosecution &
Fred Delaire for the unlawful P05session of deer.
Mr. Delaire paid*
fine and costs amounting to $48#
The complaint was entered by W
den Forrest Newton.

TAXIDERMISTS
(L W. PICKKIi,
TAXIDERMIST ■
D ealer in SportinR Goods. Fishinw Tick*
Indian Vne.rasins, B askets and Souvenirs.
_
FtANGBCLEY,
MAB«

r

“ Moimionth !Hoccasins”

They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free-

M. L. (iETCHELL CO.,

Monmdath,

-

1DH*

FREE INFORMATION ON HOW TO
DO TANNING-Send for our illus
trated circulars; on taxidermist wort,
custom tar.*nmg and manufacturing ^
ladies’ furs, robes, coats, rugs,
and mittens, from the fr»rP*r
er. W. W. Weaver, Reradiag, Mich.
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SPRING GOLF
TOURNAMENT
pinehurst, N. C., Feb. 22, 1914.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
There is every indication
that
the tenth annual Spring Golf Tour
nament, scheduled for M ar., 2-7, will
maintain the world's record from the
standpoint of entrance,
established
several years ago.
Ten six teens are provided
for
with the possibility of two addition
al flights to provide for the over
flow, for the field bids fair to num
ber over two hundred and fifty.
This big midseason event precedes
the annual United North and South
Championship, March 21-April 4, and
which includes Men's, Women's, an
open and an amateur professional
event.
March also includes the annual
Pinehurst tennis championship, Marc
3-14.
The following is a chapter in a
rery interesting book,
entitled,
“Game Protection and Propagation in
America" by Henry Chase, and quitej
recently published by J. B. Lippincott company.
PRESENT
M E A N IN G
OF
THE
TERM G A M E P R O T E C T I O N .
At the present day in the United
States, the phrases “ game protec
tion” and “ conservation of wild life’
ere synonymous terms and have a
distinct and well-understood mean
ing, which, in effect, amounts
to
this:
The enactment and enforcenent of wholesome laws for the pur
pose of preserving all species of an
imals ferae nature—that Is, all quad
rupeds, birds, and fish of a wild nahre—which are of benefit to man
kind. And it is confidently believed
that the researches of biologists have
now definitely proved beyond con
troversy that all ferae nature are of
value to man in one way or another.
The word “ game” has been judicklly defined in many cases coming
Wore the courts of justice, and it
is Interesting to note how its mean
ing has been broadened and made
more comprehensive from time to
time, as new discoveries of science
have proclaimed the necessity of in
cluding various species among the
uluable animals and birds
whichwere formerly considered obnoxious
ta man.
In early times the term
“game'' was defined as referring on
ly to birds and beasts of a wild
sature obtained by hunting
and
fowling.
Later on, the courts said
game meant such birds and animals
it were fit for food of man.
Then
they next admitted that the term
aight apply also to animals valuable
their fur or otherwise, and final-

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILRJAD
TIME TABLE
;In Effect, December 15th, 1913.
STRONG
PASSENGER T R A IN S leave S tr o n g fo r F arm •UtOQ, at 6.23 A . M. and i 37 P. M ; fo r P hillips
? R31 P. M. and 6.47 P. M. and fo r R a n g eley at
P. M. and fo r K ia gtield and B ig elow a t 5-50

?.U.

PASSENGER T R A IN S a rriv e at S tr o n g fr o m
nnainwton at 12 31 P. M. and 5.,47 P. M .: fro m
Mips at 6 23 A. M .; and fro m R an geley and
Mips at 1.37 P. M .; and B ig elow and K in g field
«1.25 P. M
MIXEDT R A IN S lea ve S tr o n g fo r F arm ington
Rf.45 A. M.; and fo r K in g field at 6.60 P. M.
MIXEDT R A IN S a rriv e at S tr o n g from Phil»t 8.45 A. M .; from K in g .ield a t 2.10 P . M.
8 dfrom F arm ington a t 11.46 A. M.

PHILLIPS
PASSENGER T R A I N
leaves
P h illip s fo r
?»riaington. at 6.00 A . M. ami 1.16 P. M .; fo r
uiHteley at 6.15 P. M.
PASSENGER T R A I N a rriv e s at P h illip s from
wminftton at 12.63 P. M and 6.10 P. M .; from
?4n*eley at 1 2 . 2 0 P. M.
MIXED T R A IN lea ves P h illips fo r F a rin in g7.30 A M and fo r R an geley at.7.40 A . M.
flK E D T R A IN a rrives at Phillips from Farm ‘Won 2.15 P.M and from R an geley a t 3.00 P . M.

RANGELEY
.PASSENGER T R A IN leaves R a n geley fo r
nrraintrton at 10.40 A . M .; and a rrives from
hrrniriKton at 8 00 P. M.
MIXEDT R A IN a rrives from P hillips at 10.16
AM.; and leaves fo r P h i'lip s a t 10.55 A . M.

SALEM
PASSENGER T R A I N
ormitigton at 12.50 P.
'W"invton and S tron g
MIXED T R A IN leaves
jjrminvtcn at 1.16 P .
strong at 6 25 P. M.

leaves f o r s t r o n g and
M .; and a rrives from
at 2.28 P M.
Salem fo r S tron g and
M .: and a rriv es from

KINGFIELD
PASSENGER T R A IN lea ves K ingfield fo r
rwmington at 12.40 P. M .; and a rriv es fjo m
jwminv ton and S tron g at 2.50 P. M ., and from
at 4.60 P MMIXED T R A IN leaves K ingfield fo r Bia-elow
*t 7 45 \ M. and f or S tron g at 12.35 I’ . M
MIXED T R A IN a rrives fro m B ig elow a t 11.30
A M. and from S trong at 6 50 P. M.

BIGELOW
^Jb^ED T R A IN leaves B ig elow f o r S tr o n g
»na F,rmington at 10.01 A . M ., and a rriv e s from
Kinvfipif) at 9 16 A . M.
PASSENGER T R A IN a rrives from Farm im rton
Strong at 3.43 P. M .;a n d leaves fo r K in g at 4.00 P. M.

F.

N . B E A L , G. P. A .

ly they were compelled by the for their self-interest, and then they
ward m o vem ent for the preservation must be given to understand that
of wild life to Interpret the term these laws were enacted for
the
O T A R T on your fall hunt supplied with Peters Shells—the
as including fish, even meaning oys public good and not in the interest
ammunition that you can always depend on for shooting
ters, clams, and other shell-fish.
of any special class.
Thus enlight
quality and results.
Thus, we now fully understand ened, public sentiment will exercise
what is meant by game in this its powerful Influence in enforcing
It is n o t.n e ce ss a ry to use h ig h -p rice d a m m u n itio n to win success
country.
But when we speak of the laws.
at th e tra p s o r in trie field.
“ game protection” we should keep
And this brings us to what has
In mind that there are two distinct proved to be the fatal weakness in
and
entirely different systems of our governmental system in
the
protection in vogue throughout the past, i. e., the lack of proper enforce
world.
The one is that already re ment of tire game laws. It ought not
ferred to and may he styled the gov to be necessary to call attention to
“ STEEL WHERE STEEL BELONGS”
ernmental system—or that system of a matter which should appeal to or
compulsory restraints upon Individ dinary reason as an obvious fact, and
uals, whereby the supreme power in common sense should dictate that law
the State or nation decrees that the are of no value as such to accomplish
give real and complete satisfaction, but their cost is within the reach of
game shall not be
promiscuously anything without being enforced, yet, j
all. Barton Lewis won the U. S. Amateur Championship at Dayton, O.,
slaughtered at will, but only under nevertheless, every experienced, prac
June 17, 1913, scoring’ 195 out of 200 with Peters “ Target” —medium
suitable regulations, to the end that tical game protectionist in America
priced shell lor Bulk Smokeless. Chas. A. Young won the Professional
Championship of the United States, scorine 197 out of 200 with Peters
It may be conserved in the interest realizes that the whole difficulty in
“ High Gun” —medium priced Shell for Dense Smokeless.
of all the people in common. This the past lias been right at that point
is the only system we recognize at in our theory.
Of what avail
are
S ay P E T E R S w hen b u yin g am m unition fo r you r n e x t tournam ent or hu nt.
the present time in this country. It statutes unless properly enforced?
S p ortsm en ’ s H andy Book, w ith 1913 Game L aw s. F R E E fo r the a sk in g.
is the only proper one for any coun Annually we witness clubs and rep
try wherein the people are recogniz resentatives of associations appear
ed as soverign, and to-day thousands ing before the various Legislatures
of our leading citizens are^aboring in the interest of game legislation.
Branches:
NEW YORK
NEW ORLEANS
SAN FRANCISCO
unselfishly to make that system a These men work indefatigably
for
complete success.
new laws and exert their utmost ef
Yet after such
The other Is the private or indivi forts in that behalf.
GENUINE PALMER
dual system of protection, by which statutes are enacted how many indi
Interested persons employ the means j viduals, clubs, or associations do we
W aterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
the
at their command and within their lind exerting themselves in
Tanned and manufactured by the
knowledge to conserve and increase least toward securing the enforce
original JOHN PALM ER who
The truth is,
the game for their own private use ment of such laws?
for over thirty years has made
and benefit, without any consider too, that the enforcement of the
the
best moccasins in North
laws
is
the
prime
necessity;
it'
is
a
ation whatever for the welfare of
America.
the general public in so doing. This prerequisite to the success of any
In complete assortment for immediat
latter scheme prevails largely
in governmental system of game pro
delivery.
Great Britain and on the continent tection, without which all other ef
of Europe, and is referred to more forts are foredoomed to utter fail
ure.
particularly In a later chapter.
It is idle, and begging the question,
In the mean time it may be well
C atalogue on request
to call attention to the fact
that to say that the remnants of game we
SO L E A G E N T FO R U .S .A .
history shows that the former theory now have cannot be both preserved
was anciently adopted in all Euro and increased by law, when the law
to
pean countries, but, by reason of in has never had an opportunity
boston, m a ss.
prove
its
value
by
proper
enforce
difference upon the part of the gen
S T Y L E 4 0 I -S3
That such an assertion is
eral public, it proved ineffectual in ment.
conserving the game, and the other not true has been repeatedly demon nevelty to most people and seemed this measure is a step.
Real pro
system finally supplanted it.
It ap strated in communities where wise to be contrary to the American spirit tection will come through educating
enforced.
pears that the people of those coun laws exist and are well
of personal liberty, and it was dif our people to the value of the birds,
tries, like those of our own in re When we find that the game is be ficult to impress the majority as to that they may realize the part played
cent times, took little Interest
in coming unusually scarce in a certain the reason and necessity for such by them and the other inhabitants of
preserving their game.
They con section, investigation almost invaria measures.
Therefore, the work of our forests and fields and streams
sidered all laws harsh and repressive bly discloses that the laws are un enforcement was both onerous and as economic factors in our everyday
to a degree, and bent their energies wise or else they have not been en disagreeable, especially In a com life.
Unless backed by strong sen
Anri
more in the direction of pursuing forced— generally the latter.
munity where public sentiment was timent and effective public co-opera
and destroying game than in pro by enforcement we do not mean adverse to such laws; but for all tion, legislation will accomplish little.
tecting it, with the inevitable re- •sporadic attempts, but vigorous, con this it was and is a duty which some
In this connection we call atten
suit that, when the scarcity became tinuous, and consistent efforts to ob one must undertake unless we are tion to another important
factor.
Nothing is
so appreciable as to excite alarm, tain their full benefits.
ready to concede that our
whole There will never be real game pro
the wealthy, aristocratic class took so conducive toward educating the theory of game protection is a fail tection in America until the sports
the matter In hand and began
to public as rigid enforcement of the ure.
Perverted public
sentiment men— either individually by personal
When citizens who violate
propagate and protect the wild life laws.
can be changed by education and effort, or collectively by the united
systematically on their great landed the statutes are brought to hook for lined up on the side of the laws. action of associations—assist,
sup
estates for their own private recrea their offences, they are quite apt to Education must be the handmaid of port, encourage, and co-operate with
give the matter some study and re
tion and enjoyment.
officers.
enforcement, however, and not as the regularly chosen game
Now, as surely as morning follows flection, which, in the end, will con sume to precede the latter, for in Nearly every State in the Union now
the night, that same change of sys vince them of the error of their that event it may arrive too late— has a thoroughly worked out system
tems will occur in these United ways.
of game laws upon its statute books.
There is no way of testing the ef only when all of the game is exter
States unless more active interest is
But are these laws enacted?
If
minated.
ficacy
of
a
law
save
by
its
rigid,
taken in our present governmental
not,
who
is
responsible?
The
an
When the, Congress was recently
system by the people at lar~e. We continuous, and consistent enforce
swer must be— the sportsmen of that
If proper enforcement proves discussing federal protection of mi
may see the forerunners now of this ment.
State.
In almost every community
gratory
birds,
there
was,
at
least,
j
private system in every State
in it to be defective for its intended
there
can
be found a man who will
one member of the House of Repre-i
the Union.
Immense tracts of wild purposes, then it should be amended
accept the office of game warden and
sentatives
who
appeared
to
thorough
Otherwise, there is
land and shore marshes are being or repealed.
ly understand the value of educating, put his whole heart unselfishly into
secured annually by our
wealthy no means of securing accurate infor
the public on this subject. We re his onerous work; laboring honestly
mation
on
the
subject,
and
the
spec
sportsmen, either individually or as
fer to Mr. Lintliicum, of Maryland, and diligently for the cause, facing
sociated with others in clubs,
for tacle of constantly changing game
the dangers and vexations of his
when he said in his speech:
game preserves, and the public is statutes at each recurring session of
most difficult task, and doing his
the
Legislature
without
a
practical
We
should
begin
a
campaign
of
awakening to the true significance
game
the whole duty by the law for
of this movement, we hope. But it test of the same has been the one! education, teaching not only
protection,
whether
he
is
properly
will not do to condemn these sports serious evil of our American system pleasure to be had from a closer
or
It appears to be the acquaintance with our bird friends, compensated for such services
men, when we remain wholly indif in the past.
not—if only he can feel assured that
but
also
the
benefits
which
farmers
prevailing
fashion
when
one
State
ferent to the cause back of this
law derive from their presence. To many be Is backed, supported, and sustain
moye.
W e should first prevent the enacts an experimental game
Assuming
fer
the
other
States
to
follow
and
do it has never occurred that man is ed by the community.
cause and then the effect will not
that laws are meaningless without en
the
only
living
creature
who
takes
likewise,
without
any
thought
for
the
follow.
As long as there is a fair
others forcement, assuredly they will be
As a matter
of life for sport or pleasure;
supply of game for all classes there local situation.
enforced by capable and honest men,
will be no incentive for this Indivl-^ fact, however, it often happens that take life, but when they do so, it
it’ only such men have the moral
is
always
for
food
or
in
self-defence—■
[
what
would
be
a
wise
and
adequate
dual system, but when the game cov
That
Legisla support of their fellow-men.
ers and fishing pools become depict-! measure in one State, to meet con never for pleasure alone.
support
is
to
be
expected
as
a
matthat
may tion alone will never assure
ed and exhausted the incentive is ditions which there prevail,
(
Continued
on
page
7.)
prove
utterly
foolish
and
disastrous
complete
protection
toward
which:
very great.
We come now to the discussion in another section where the condi
This
and examination of our governmental tions are wholly different.
T H EL
system.
The question Is, Can that principle lies at the very foundation
system be made a thorough-going suc of the Anglo-Saxon theory of local
cess?
In other words, Can a fair self-government and should be applied
supply of game for all be preserved to the enactment of game statutes
and maintained by means of wise as well as to other measures.
' THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
The sponsors of these experimen
laws, well enforced?
With a sin
(Published weekly, Established 1874.)
tal
laws
are
usually
mere
theorists
gle qualification, we answer most
S u b s c r ip tio n $ L a y e a r . $ 2 . fo r 6 mout.li3 : S a m p le c o p y fre e i f y o u m e n tio n M aine W o o d s
emphatically in the affirmative. The who have no practical knowledge ofj
Tht American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
qualification consists in this:
Con-' the effects of such measures and are
special rooorters, giving authoritive reports of leading events in the
In sportsman’ s wotld. Its recreative columns are always replete witn inter
currently with the enforcement
of unfamiliar with the conditions
All this; esting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion of all
wise laws, we must put forth such a j their own communities.
campaign of education as to bring may be avoided by a careful exami-j subjects that interest sportsmen.
T he dep a rtm en ts o f T h e Am erican Field a re: E ditorial. Gam e and S h ootin g, F ish
the public sentiment over to
the nation of the results of strict en-]
and FD h in g, N atural listo rv , H m tinu. K ennel, Trao' Shootma:, R ifle . R e volver
forcement
of
statutes
enacted
to
meet
and Pistol. Queries and A n sw ers.
support of those laws.
The public,
S E N D ON E D O L L V I t FOR T H R E E M O N T H S ’ T IB A L S U B S C R IP T IO N must be solidly back of the move local conditions.
I f not m ore than satisfied w ith it th e m o n e y w ill b e re fu n d e d on req u est
Of course, it is plain to all practi
ment.
The people must be taugh/
of
to appreciate the real value of ourj cal men why the enforcement
801 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.
wild life to themselves, individually game laws has been so lax in the
They were in the form of a
and collectively, in order to arouse past.
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M A IN E W O O D S
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J. W. B rackett Co.

AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

P H IL L IP S H IG H SCHOOL

Miss Estelle Barker went to Port
Mrs. Sumner E. Austin will come to
land Wednesday noon where she will Phillips this week for a visit with her
have treatment by Dr. Haskell for mother, Mr§. Emma Shepard.
Mr.
L. B. BRACKETT,
and Mrs. Aust in have secured a rent in
Business Manager her eyes.
Mrs. Edward Mitchell of Madrid Lewiston and will move from Bath
was the guest of Miss Cornelia T. tnis week, as it is necessary on account
Crosby Thursday and Friday and at of his business.
OUTING EDITION
8 p a g e s .................................................. $ 1 .0 0 p er year tended mass, Fr. T. J. McLaughlin
A daughter was born to Mr. and
LOCAL EDITION
coming from Farmington.
|Mrs. Abner T. Hinkley of Brooklyn*
12 and 16 p a g e s ................................... $'.F0 p er year
The Moose Band of Portland, of N. Y ., Tuesday morning, Bebruaiy 24.
Canadian. M exican. Cuban and fa n a n ia sub
scrip tion 50 cen ts extra. Foreign, subscription which Hollis Holt is a member, has their Phillips friends extend felicita
been offered the position as first tions,
76 cen ts ,x t i a .
coast Artillery Band by the govern
Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Dill of Dixfield
E n te re d as secon d class l^iatter. January 21, ment, which, for the past three years visited relatives in Phillips over Sun
1909, at the p ostoffloe at Phillips, M aine, un d er has been held by Chandler’s Band of day.
Mr. Dili came by team and Mrs.
the A ct o f M arch 3. 1879.
the same city.
The Moose Band Dill by train, stopping at Farmington
was given a try-out at the Armory to visit Mrs. C. W. Steele. Mrs. Dili
The Maine W oods th orou gh ly covers the entire
Feb. 19, and proved satisfactory. All will remain in Phillips for a short time,
Btate o f Maine as to H u n tin g. T rapping, Cam p
home Sunday
in g and O u ting new s, and the Franklin county that remains now is for them to ac ; but Mr. Dill returned
afternoon. (
cept the offer and enlist.
locally.
Maine W oods solicits com m unications and fish
Selectman C. F. Chandler was sur j Mrs. Mary Pickard of Temple was in
and gam e p hotographs from ts readers.
prised by a party of friends calling town Monday, as the guest of her nep
W hen ordering the address o
you r paper
ch an ged , p le a s e * g iv e the old as well as new on him last Friday evening to help hew, A. W. Davenport, and brother,
address.
him celebrate his birthday anniver Frank Chandler.
sary.
Mrs. Chandler prepared the
The first church social held at the
surprise and had the friends meet Parish House last Monday night wATHURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 19l4
at Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Parker’s when wtll attended and a pleasant affair.
Messrs. Weston Lewis of Gardiner they repaired to the Chandler home Games ahd charades were enjoyed,
storm. j CofFe and fancy cakes were stiwed.
and E. B. Winslow of Portland have in a body taking him by
been in Boston the
past week Whist was enjoyed, the guests find The committee for the evening was
attendign a meeting of the Inter ing their partners by matching the Misses Miriam Brackett., Suselle Smith,
Refresh Kathleen Noble, Fiorian Wheeler. The
state Commerce commission from figures cut from hearts.
Washington to consult with represen ments were served of saltines, olives, committee and a few others dressed in
tatives of Maine, New Hampshire and birthday cake, lighted with candles j costume.
Vermont on the Boston & Maine sit (and there was necessarily a large
Miss Georgine Wilbur goes to Port
uation.
They are directors of the. enough number to make a brilliantly land, Friday for a week’s visit with
The following friends friends. ,
Maine Central railroad and are
at lighted cake).
tending the conference as delegates helped to make this occasion a pleas
Hon. and Mrs. Joel Wilbur attended
of Governor Haines in order to urge ant one: Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Beedy, the funeral of Mr. George W. Wheeler
the appointment of one of the trust Mr. and Mrs. Fred Morton, Dr. and in Strong last Saturday afternoon. Mr.
Mrs. E. B. Currier, Mr. and Mrs. J. Charles Wheeler, a nephew of Mr.
ees from this state.
E. Noble, Mr._ and Mrs. C. E. Park vVheeler also attended.
er, Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Graffam, Mr.
The 1913 Club will meet with Mrs. A.
Maine Woods is in receipt of copies
and Mrs. F. S. Haley, Mr. and Mrs. D. Graffam Friday afternoon this week.
of the following reports from the
W. B. Butler, Mr. and Mrs. E. V.
State:
Maine School for Feeble
Messrs. Charles Chandler. A . G.
Holt.
Minded, Maine Insurance
Report,
and
Miss Marion Rockwood of Waltham Cronkliite, Walter Toothaker
Report of Agricultural Commission
Joel
Byron
are
attending
a
Progres
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. F. N.
ers, Department of Labor and Indus
sive meeting in Farmington to-day.
Beal this week.
try, Commission of Highways, Maine
$lrs. H. B. Austin entertained a
School report, Water Storage Com party last Saturday afternoon in hon
mission, Sea and Shore Fisheries, or of her mother, Mrs. H. W. True,
W ater fo r Ducks.
Register of the Executive
Depart whose birthday anniversary fell on
Ducks in feeding plunge their bills
ment, Juvenile Institutions of Maine, that day, the guests being Mrs. Ed in beyond the nostrils. Where their
Report of Adjutant General, Univer ward Greenwocd, Mrs. D. F. Field, runs are on moist, soft ground, which
sity of Maine, Legislative Record, Mrs. H. H. Field, Miss Georgine Wil they much prefer, they do a great deaf
.of probing for worms and bugs. In
and Laws of Maine.
bur, Mrs. N. I i . Harnden, Mrs. J. this manner their nostrils are apt to
W. Brackett, besides the guest of get clogged up. Any observing per
honor.
Auction bridge was enjoyed son will see how they seek water deep
A R E M A R K A B L E SO URC E
for the afternoon, after which dainty enough to plunge the head in and
were shake their heads in it to clear the
Look to any quarter, and you will and delicious refreshments
dirt out of their nostrils. Without
served,
among
which
was
a
beautinot find quite the same quality and
their water supply for washing -they
quantity of reading-matter as in the 1fully decorated birthday cake. Mrs. cannot thrive. Therefore be sure their
unique combination provided by The Austin was assisted in serving by drinking vessels are deep—four or five
Mrs. True was inches, at least.
Youth’s Companion.
In provision i Miss Ruth Austin.
and purpose it is the ideal
home the recipient of handsome gifts, aDifference in Breeds.
paper.
Live and wholesome fiction. mong them being a beautiful cut
The difference in breeds is general
glass
water
pitcher
from
Mr.
and
Articles of inspiration by men who
ly a difference in breeders. One man
have achieved.
Information at hand Mrs. Austin and Miss Ruth.
will make mongrels pay and another
Sociil
Service
Club
held
their
meet
that busy people want. Enough of
cannot make expenses out of twoeditorial comment, of science, and ing Tuesday afternoon in the Parish hundred—egg hens. Care may have
House with a good attendance. The killed a cat but it was not the kind
of events to keep one abreast of
ladies did some sewing and had a pleas of care hens should have.
the day.
Special Family Pages,
ant time.
Boys’ Pages, Girls’ Pages. The edit
Separate Chickens and Turkeys.
The Social Service Club will hold a
orial page is unsurpassed by that food sale in the Parish House Saturday,
Don’t keep turkeys and chickens
of any publication.
For 1914 there February 28, beginning at 2.30 p. m.
in the same house, or rather in the
will be eight fine serials, 250 shorter
The W. C. T. U.. win meet with same apartment. The turkeys are
stories, besides articles of travel and Miss Luette Tirnberlake next week Fri sure to abuse the chickens and if
there are any of the large body lice
information, and 1000 bits of fun.
day, at 2 30 o’ clock.
around the turkeys will get their
A year of The Youth’s Companion
The Loyal Temperance Legion will share.
as it is to-day will make the finest meet next week, Thursday, at 4 o ’clock
investment for your family, including at the Methodist church.
all ages.
Frank Elliott of New Sharon visited
his cousin, L. C. Reed recently.
THE YOUTH’S COMPANION,
Senator H. S. Wing of Kingfield was
144 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass.
Of all women in the world, probably
in town last week to see his uncle, An those on the stage are most particular
drew Davenport, who still remains in a about their personal appearance, and
critical condition. Miss Elia Hinkley is especially about the care of the hair;
EUSIIS
and when such leading stage beauties
assisting in the family of A. W. Daven as Etr.el Barrymore, Elsie Ferguson,
port days, and Mrs. Ella Dow acts as Nathalie Ait, Louise Dresser, Rose
Feb. 23.
Coghlan, Laurette Taylor, and many
night nurse.
There was a slight earthquake here
We understand that Mr. Albert Ful others are so enthusiastic about Har
Saturday evening, February 21.
mony Hair Beautifier as to write in
ler has not been as well this week. Mr. praise of it, that is certainly evidence
Mrs. Lizzie Sylvester has returned
Fu'ler has been ill for a long time Lav that it d< es just what they say it does
home from Branch Mills where she
—that is, beautifies the hair. There
ing severe attacks of heart trouble.
went to see her mother who is ill.
A short, literary program was carried are many women right in this town,
She was better when she came away. out at the regular me* ting of the and men, too, who regaid it as indis
Mrs. George Ricker has gone to Grange last Saturday afternoon, con pensable, because it makes the hair
glossier and more silky, easier to dress
Stratton to visit Mrs. A. A. Berry.
sisting of readings by Mis. Sarah Graf and make stay in place. Sprinkle a
C. E. Leavitt has got through driv fam, Mrs. Clara F n n el, Mrs. Joseph little on your hair each time before
brushing it. Contains no oil; will not
ing team for E. H. Grose.
ine Larrabee, Mrs. Maria Beedy, Mrs. change color of hair, nor darken gray
Fred Norton was home from Strat Louise Berry, and a question, debated. hair
ton over Sunday.
A social dance was enjoyed in the eve
To keep hair and scalp dandruff-free
and clean, use Harmony Shampoo.
Harry Sylvester was home
from ning.
Mrs. W. 4 . Dill is assisting us on the This pure liquid shampoo gives an in
Rangeley over Sunday.
stantaneous rich lather that immedi
Avon
and Salem town reports this ately tenet rates to every part of hair
Mrs. Mark Daggett and children
.and scalp, insuring a quick thorough
have returned home from
Eustis week.
W. D. Grant of Kennebago was in cleansing. Washed off just as quickly,
Ridge where they have been visiting.
the entire operation take- only a few
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Dyer and Phillips this week.
moments. Contains nothing that can
The
Christmas
Present
Club
met
harm the hair; leaves no harshness or
daughter Esther visited Mrs. Dyer’s
; with Mrs H. H. Field Tuesday after- stickiness.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ricker
Both preparations coine in odd-shap
j noon, refreshments wore served.
Sunday, February 22.
I Mr. R. E. Gilman, of Ocean Park, ed, very ornamental bottles, with
Mrs. Edith Sprague of Flagstaff is , was called here last week by the ser- sprinkler tops. Harmony Hair Beatififier. $1 00 Harmony Shampoo, 50c.
sewing for Mrs. A. L. Taylor.
; ious illness of his friend, A. W. Daven Both guaranteed to satisfy you in ev
ery way, or your money hack. Sold
port.
S U B S C R IB E N O W
FOR
M A IN E
Alice Parker is confined to her home only at the more than 7,000 Rexall
StoreR, and in this town only by us.—
WOODS.
G E T ALL T H E
by illness, having a severe cold and a R H. Prehip, Phillips, Maine; also
LOCAL N E W S bad throat.
Marr’s Drug Store, Farmington, Maine.

Phillips, Maine

SCHOOL NOTES
M • R. Kayes, Miss Llira Dennison,
W- M. Piayson, teachers.

MILE SQUARE
Feb. 2s.
Mrs. Lydia Dunham of Madrid ^
been visiting Mrs. L. B. Kinney and
Mrs. John Dunham.
Mr. and Mrs. George Dunham and
little daughter of Strong visited ref
atives on the Mile Square over Sunday.
/ v
Ardine Kinney came - home from
Long T>ond Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Beal and
daughter Annie, visited Mr. W(i
Mrs. G. F. Beal over Sunday.
Mrs. Lydia Dunham and Mrs. l
B. Kinney visited Mrs. Hannah Rob
in son one day recently.

The Phillips High school basket
ball team played Kingfield High at
Phillips Friday night.
The Phillips
boys played a fast game and won
Ly a score of 40 to 14.
After the
game there was a dance at the
Grange hall.
The music was fur
nished by the Kingfield Peerless or
chestra.
The game and the dance
were well attended, the association
getting about twenty-four dollars aMETHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
bove its expenses.

THE GRADES
Bessie F. Crowell, missionary from
The first six grades are going to India, pastor.
give an entertainment at the Grange
Sunday, March 1—Morning service
hall, Saturday, Feb. 28, in which 10.45.
Sunday school 12.
Juaior
the following program will be carried League 3.
Epwortli League 7. Subout:
Drama: ‘.‘The Toy Shop.”
ject ‘‘A Song of Trust and Deliver
Cast." Puck, Merl Smith; First ance. Leader, Hermon Tyler. Pray,
Jack, James Sellibger; Second Jack, er and praise service 7.30.
Robert McLeary; Rag Doll, Corinne
Wednesday, March 4—Ladies’ pray
Dudley; Drummer Boy, Paul Davis; ! er meeting at the home of
Mrs.
French Dolls, Gladys Toothaker, Lil-: Mahoney at 2.30.
lian Bennett, Lucille Webber, Clar
Thursday, March 5—Mid week pray
ice Davenport, Florence
Hinkley, j
er meeting at 7.30. Chorus practice
Beatrice Flinkley,
Dorothy Smith, at 8.30.
FLelen Ross; Japanese Dolls,
Cora
McLaughlin, Evelyn Jacobs,
Helen
f e d e r a t e d church,
Aldrich, Evelyn Pillsbury, Kenneth
Hight, Floward Whitney,
Clarence
Pillsbury, Coney Hunter, Carl Pierce; i Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pas
tor.
Tin Soldiers, Leader, Richard Field,
Calendar for week ending March
Carl Steward, Earle Dyer,
Floyd
7.
Aldrich, Howard Davenport, Virgil
Sunday, March 1: 10.45—Morning
Rideout, Alden Gould, James Mahon
Sermon “ Walking With
ey; Fairies, Sarah McKenzie, Marcia worship.
12.10— Sunday school. 7.30
Davenport, Ivie Weston, Iva Wills, God.”
Music and ad
Evangeline Lovejoy, Edith Edwards, Peoples’ service.
dress.
Maple Rollins, Roxie Davenport, Opal
Thursday, March 5: 7.30—Prayer
Webber, Glenton Thompson, Brackett
Wing, Wendall Boston, Carrol Pierce, class.
Tuesday, March 3: 7.30—Bible stai
Reginald Bubier, Ruel Leavitt, Homer
Goodwin, Alphonse Croteau, Philip meeting.
Wing.
Scene I—In the Forest
Long Lifetime in Bed.
Fifty-five years in Bed is probably
Scene II—The Toyshop.
Entertainment to be given between a record in that line, and is held by
Mile Lacaux, a spinster of seventy-five,
the act.
living
at Wouvion, France. Although
Solo,
Miss Fiorian Wheeler
in perfect health, she went to bed
Selection,
High School orchestra when she "was twenty with the avowed
Selection, by pupils in the grammar intention of never leaving it again,
school
and has faithfully kept her word. She
Solo,
Mr. Keyes is naturally suffering from chronic
Pianist,
Miss Lucy Linekin cramp, but her general health is good.
Social and dance from 10 to 12.
Music by the High school orchestra. I Abundant health is assured when
To Remove Mud Stains.
Carbonate of soda will remove the
most obstinate of mud stains. Rutj
off with a cloth or flannel dipped in
the soda, then press the wrong side of
the fabric with a hot iron.

there is good blood in the veins.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the medicine
to make good blood.
Begin taking
it now.
It is just what the system
needs at this time and will do yon
great good.
Sharpens the appetite,
steadies the nerves.

About April first w e will
open a Millinery Department
with a fresh up to date stock
LOCAL WOMEN AGREE
W ITH SI ALE BEAUTIES and an experienced trimmer

Watch For Our |
“ Opening” Date

WINTER GOODS
arked To Close
Ladies’ Flannel Shirts-gray, green
and garnet, $1.25 value,
Marked to 89c
Checked Dress Flannel-tan a n d
gray, 50c value,
Marked 25c
29c Flanre),
Marked 15c
Kim ono Flannelette, 15c value,
Marked 10c
Other Dress Goods, $1.00 value fo r 75c and 79c value
for 50c.

C. H. McKenzie Trading Co.
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CLASSIFIED
One c*?nt a word in a d va n ce.
N o h ea d lin e or
other dlBplay. S u b je cts in a. b. c . ord er

GAIETY AT LAKE
SIDE VILLAGE

FOR SA L E

FOR SALE—Village Bland in Phillips Sleigh Rides, Sncwthoe Parties,
Upper Village. Inquire of J. Blaine
Whist, etc., Make Up the
Morrison.
FOK SALE— Beef by
quarter.
B- F. Beal-

a

side or

Social Life.
(Speeiall to Maine Woods.)

FOli SALE—The unusually staunch
gud able steam yacht, "W a -W a ” of
abaut 22 H. P. The U. S. Government
inspection of 1911 showed her to be in
first class condition. May be inspect
ed at Camp Bellevue, Upper Dam,
Maine. Price will be reasonable to a
quick purchaser. Aj ply to Dr. Norton
Dtiwi s, Fordhooke Faim, Three Tuns,
Pa. Or Archer A. Poor at camp.

Rangeley, Feb. 24.— Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence L. Stansbury returned home
ironi Worcester, Tuesday night where
they were called by the sudden death
of Mrs. Stansbury’ s mother.
J. E. Peakes visited friends in
Portland during the recent
school
holiday,
returning home Monday
night.

Rival Speakers,” Karl Oakes, Con die Richardson, Mrs. Ira D. Hoar.
stantine Hamden; duet, Mss Susie
Sunday morning at the church,
Tibbetts, Miss Elizabeth
Gifford; ! services appropriate to the day were
farce, The Misses Pringle’s
Leap held.
ltev. H. A. Childs drew many
Year.
Characters:
helpful lessons from the character of
Miss Betsey Pringle, Helen Raymond Washington.
Music was furnished
Miss Priscilla Pringle, Bertlia Russell by the choral association.
At the
Miss Barbara Pringle, Marjorie Oakes evening service O. R. Rowe gave a
Mrs. D.,
Phyllis Robertson very interesting account of the Boys
Mrs. W.,
Mildred Huntoon Convention recently held at Lewis
Mrs. G.,
Stella Tibbetts ton.
Mrs. L.,
Marion Quimby
The choral association will hold
Mrs. B.,
‘
Susie Tibbetts its next rehearsal Friday evening at
Mrs. H.,
Shirley Hoar the vestry at 7 o ’clock.
All mem
Lucinda Lee,
Susie Stewart
bers are requested to be prompt.
Deacon Smith,
Lin wo od Ellis
E. B. Herrick and George Russell
solo, Miss Gifford.
The committee
in charge were Helen Raymond, Mar were at Oquossoc Monday loading a
ion Quimby, Linwood Ellis.
Candy motor boat which is to he shipped
and pop corn were on sale.
Over to G. A. Hobart, N. Y.
The members of the literary club
£14 was realized which will he plac
and a few invited guests enjoyed a
ed in the class treasury;
sleighride to Hinkley and Huntoon’s
The following party enjoyed a snow
camps at Spotted Mountain Monday.
shoe trip to L. D. Nile’s and
back
Arrived at the camp a delicious din
Saturday p. m. The party was plan
ner of meat, mashed potato, beans,
ned in honor of the birthday of Miss
broad, pie, cake, pudding and other
Nadine Hoar, who was remembered
good things was served by the cook,
by a generous post card shower. On
Mrs. Everett Hoar.
After dinner
their return Mrs. J. Sherman Hoar
the party proceeded to explore the
served hot cocoa and cookies at her
mountain, one part going to the
acme and flinch wp&. enjoyed for an
top, the remainder watching
the
aour.
Those present were Nadine logging operations.
Snow shoeing
Hoar, Elizabeth Cakes, Bessie Hun
and coasting were also on the pro
toon, Pauline Rector, Everdene Rob gram.
Ore of the amusing events
bins, Kathleen Stewart, Leater Nile, was the loss of a “ rubber” by the
Lillian Spencer, Marian Bean, Lola ministerial member of the party who
Wilbur, Mrs. J. Sherman Hoar. All is offering a reward proportional to
joined in wishing Miss Nadine many its size for the return of the missing
more happy birthdays.
article.
Hot doughnuts and gener
P. L. Tracy returned home Monday ous chews of spruce gum were serv
night after a two weeks’ visit in ed the party just before returning
York, Me., and Laconia, N. H.
home.
All
present extended a
Mrt and Mrs. H. A. Furbish
re hearty vote of thanks to the woods
turned Saturday from a weekly visit men who gave ihem such a royal
in Portland and Lewiston.
welcome.
The following members
Mrs. Cory is working for Mrs. and friends participated:
Mr. and
Ernest Bennett.
Mrs. Eugene Soule, Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Herrick has returned from G. L. Kempton, Rev. and Mrs. H.
his trip to Boston.
A. Childs, Mrs. W. D. Quimby, Mrs.
Mrs. Tryphema Neal delightfully en Sylvader Hinkley, Mrs. F. B. Burns,
tertained a party of ladies
with Miss Mabel Pease, Miss
Hannah
whist at her home Thursday after Pease, Mrs. Chas. M. Pease,
Miss
noon.
A delicious buffet lunch con Beatrice Jones, Mrs. A. M.
Ross,
sisting of saltines, olives, cake, ice Miss Elizabeth Gifford, Mrs. Trycream and coffee was served. The pliena Neal, Mrs. Ernest Robbins.
following ladies enjoyed Mrs. Neal’s Clarence Meade went along as of
hospitality: Mrs. F. B. Burns, Mrs. ficial photographer, while C. F. Hun
James Mathieson, Mrs. W. F. Oakes, toon, Hayden Huntoon and Norman
Mrs. Frank Porter, Mrs. Josephine Huntoon served as drivers.
The regular meeting of the literary
Marshall, Mrs. G. L. Kempton, Mrs.
E. I. Herrick, Mrs. E. B.
Herrick, society was postponed to Tuesday.
Three distinct earthquake shocks
Mrs. C. W. Barrett, Mrs. Francis B.
Stewart, Mrs. W. E. Tibbetts, Mrs. were felt here Saturday evening,
Eugene Soule, Miss Oliver, Mrs. Ad- one being severe enough to rattle

Mr. aand Mrs. Geo. Esty
are
FOR SALE— Edison Dictating ma_ visiting their daughter, Mrs. George
chine- In f-rst class cond.tion. In McGraves of Brunswick.
Saturday afternoon, Miss Beatrice
quire at Maine Woods office.
Janes entertained the members of
FOR SALE!— One of the best situat the Freshman class at her home on
ed camps on the Richardson Lake. Middle street . Each guest was re
Fully furnished, electric lights,
13 quired to «make a booklet of pictures
bedrooms, pool room, dining room, taken from magazines representing
Bitting room, guides’ camps,
etc. 1the life of some guest present, whose
Suitable for Club House.
Address
name they had previously drawn and
Ur. William J. Downing, Mason
J
composing rhymes suited to the
Building, Kilby Street. Boston, Mass.
pictures.
These were afterward car
ried
away
as souvenirs.
The table
FOR SALE]— Six bedroom sets with
■white iron beds and mattresses, a I appointments were all appropriate to
refrigerator, chairs, telephone instru Washington’s Birthday, tiny hatchets
Russian tea
ment and small household articles. I being given as favors.
was served by Miss Jones, assisted
Mrs. Chas. Miner, Phillips, Maine.
by Miss Gifford.
All voted
Miss
Jones an ideal hostess and report a
WANTED.
jolly good time.
WANTED—A few new milch cows
Loring Haley returned Friday from
and calves.
A. S. Beedy, Phillips.
a weekTs visit in Boston.
Mrs. Julia Morrison fs visiting her
WANTED—Live coons.
E. S. Gif
daughters at Stratton.
ford, Auburn, Maine.
Mrs. Frederick Barrows who has
been the guest of her daughter Mrs.
WELD
Ernest Bennett the past few weeks,
returned to her home in Berlin, N.
H., Friday.
Feb. 24.
L. D. Haley accompanied E.
I.
There was a dance at Grange hall
Herrick on his trip to Georgia.
last Friday evening.
Mrs. Ella J. Blanchard returned to
F. A. Perkins returned to Andover Lewiston Thursday where she will
Monday.
be the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. M.
Herbert McLaughlin is very sick Berry.
The Senior class of the High school
at No. 6.
Mrs. Mabel Witham and two child held an entertainment and social at
ren are stopping with her parents, the Grange hall, Friday evening, pre
senting the following
program:
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hayden.
Reading, Miss Bertha Russell; solo,
There will be a dance at Grange
Miss Susie Tibbetts; dialogue, "The
hall next Monday, March 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar McLaughlin of
Madison are in town called here by
the sickness of his brother.
Sumner Savage and Orren will fin
ish cutting white birch this week.
Jotham Merchant is in Lewiston
with his brother, Leon, who is at the
Central Maine General hospital.
Next Sunday evening at the Union
church there will be a song service
conducted by the pastor and Mrs.
F. A. Perkins.
$500
H andsom e Grandfather s Clock
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Phillips
are
if You Succeed
risking his father, Orletus Phillips.
Roland Hardy of Lynn has been
in town a few days returning home
if Y ou Approach
Monday.
L. M. Newman went to Augusta
Can 150 bushels crib-dry merchantable corn be grown on
Monday.
one
acre of land ? W e hear o f 150, 200 and 250 bushels being
Theo Collins has gone to Massa
grow n in other parts o f the country.
chusetts for a visit of a few weeks.
Mrs. Eva Houghton has been taken
In order to see what can be done in New England, the
to the hospital at Augusta for treatB ow ker Fertilizer Company offers $500. in cash to the person,
menL
man or woman, boy or girl, who will raise on a measured acre
Mrs Edna Metcalf went to Augus
150 bushels crib-dry shelled corn on a basis of 1 2 % moisture,
ta Monday.
v
w
hich is the moisture in merchantable corn. The corn to be
At the close of the singing school
grow
n exclusively on Stockbridge Corn Manure, using not less
under the direction of Mrs. F. A.
than
1000 lbs. per acre* and under rules and regulations similar
Perkins there will be a concert.

Can You Grow 150 Bushels Dry
Shelled Corn on O ne A cre ?
or a

’

$100

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
Opposite State H ou se, B o sto n , M ass.

Offers room with hot a i d
cold w ater for $1.00 per day
and up, which includes fre e
use of public s-hqwtr bath®.
Nothin > to

Equal

to those which were prescribed in the B ow kcr corn contests o f
1910 and 1911. If no one m the contest grows 150 bushels o f
crib-dry corn per acre, then the $500. will be divided into five
cash prizes of $100. each to be awarded to those who approach
nearest the yield of 150 bushels; if more than one contestant
succeeds in raising 150 bushels the grand prize will be divided;
but no prize will be awarded to any yield that does not exceed
the average o f 69 bushels per acre which was obtained in the
B ow ker contests for the tw o years, eliminating three yields
which were manifestly harvested too green. Contestants may
plant any variety of corn and use any m ethod o f cultivation.

ABSO LU TELY F IR E P R O O F
Strictly a T em perance H o te l
G rn .

Manager

w o r ld . H e w a s th e first b o tt le r ; has
t h e la rg e st b u sin e ss

a nd

NYOIL

NYOIL has no equal.

to see what can b e d on e in growing corn with stable manure alone or
stable manure and fertilizer com bined, w e offer a gratuity o f a G randfathers
8 -d a y C him e C lock for the largest yield of com above 6 9 bushels per a c r e ; the only
stipulation being that if any commercial fertilizer is used it shall b e one o f the B ow ker
brands.
Send for your copy o f the Rule* today and make your plans to enter the contest. You are
sure of a good crop anyhow with the Stockbridce, and may win one o f those $ 1 0 0 prize*
or the clock.

R VO/ W
K F R
TV I v L ilV

D

Send fo r B o o k 'e t

is th e g r e a t 

Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on eveiyihing
where a light oil is required. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion. Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles cheaper to buy) at 25 e. and
in triai s.zes at iu c. Made by

In order

This in New England

William F. Nye

est a u t h o r ity o n r e fin e d q ils in th e

GRATUITY
with

»

the dishes quite vigorously in some
parts of tlie town.
Master Rupert Huntoon, who was
ill the latter part of the week is now
much better.
At the Grange Saturday night the
Valentine supper postponed from the
previous week was held. Each found
nis partner by matching valentines.
Tire supper consisted of beans, brown
bread, salads, cake and coffee.
A
goodly number were present.
The
committee in charge were Mrs. H.
B. McCard, Mrs. A. M. Hoar and
Miss Winifred Hinkley.
Mrs. Elizabeth Doak has so far re
covered from her recent severe ill
ness as to be able to sit up a short
time each day.
Dexter Lamb, who has been dn the
sick list the past few weeks is now
able to be out doors again.
Saturday night occurred the third
banquet given under the auspices of
the Men’s League.
Beans baked
in the ground and served in indivi
dual bean pots, brown bread, pick
les, doughnuts, cheese and coffee
composed the menu.
A special table
was reserved for the Boy Scouts who
after doing ample justice to the sup
per gave the scout yells in apprecia
tion for the hospitality shown. The
supper committee in charge
were
Lyman Kempton, J. A. Russell and
Geo. W. Webster.
Waiters, Howard
Herrick, Lester Magune, J. Sherman
Hoar.
After supper a business
meeting was held.
E. I. Herrick,
president being absent the meeting
was presided over by vice president
Chas. S. Stuart.
Town
meeting
topics were discussed relating to the
betterment of the town.
The members of Summit Rebekah.
Lodge are preparing to
celebrate
Children’s Night Marcl| 3.
Minnie
Grant, Maggie Harris and Florence
Bridgham are in charge of the en
tertainment.
The Rebekahs are al
so planning for a white ball to be
held in the near future.
Thursday afternoon the children
of the sub-primary room, Miss Han
nah Pease, teacher, entertained their
parents and friends with a Washing
ton and Lincoln program.
Some of
.the special features were the parade
consisting of George, Martha Washing
ton, Betsey Ross.
The soldiers, hat
chets, cherries, Colonial Dames and
workers.
Pictures illustrating the
life and home scenes of Washington
were shown by Kenneth Hinkley and
explained by Edward Morrison. The
children did fine in all of their exer
cises and reflected great credit on
their teacher.
About 25 were ’pres
ent.
Friday afternoon the children of
the primary room held exercises for
Washington and Lincoln.
A goodly
number of parents and friends enjoy
ed the following program which was
well given under the direction
of
the teacher, Miss Mable Pease:
Recitation, Greeting, Glenn Murphy;
reading, The Virginia Boy, Malcolm
Cushman; recitation, Playing
at
Washington, Walter Bean; recita
tion, 16 children, The Making of the
Flag, Glendon Wilbur, Millard Tib
betts, Ella Pillsbury, Wilford Hoar*
Hayden Tibbetts, Ruth Hatch, Wini
fred Morrison, Henry Pratt,
Don
Spencer, Methyl Huntoon, Florence
Fletcher, June Ellis, Theodore Han
dy, Melissa Brooks, Olive Jonah and
Alberta Haley; song, There are Many
Lands, school; reading, Lincoln
at
School, Marguerite Pratt; recitation,
12 boys, Story of Abraham Lincoln’s
(Continued on page eight.)

is th e b e s t o il h e has e v e r m a d e .

Rooms with private baths
for $1.50 per day and up;
suites of two rooms ai d bath
for $4.00 per d»v a’vd up.
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this was the first station construct
ed in the United States, The sys
tem has since not only spread over
our State, 'but it has been adopted
by practically all states having for|est protection systems.
At the annual meeting and banquet
“ These stations are built on mounof the Portland Retail Merchants |tains and hills which command a
Association, held Februaiy 12 at the g00d view of the surrounding counFalmouth hotel, Plon. Blaine
S, try
the t0p
covered with trees
\iles was one of the speakers, aud a tower is built of sufficient height
gave a talk on the Forest
Fire
give the watchman an unobstructService,
j ed view.
A small camp is built
Mr. Viles used to illustiate his near the tower and furnished with
description of the forest fire service beddtngj dishes, cooking
utensils,
a model of one of the watch towers! etc
Both the camp and tower are
that are so useful in the service andj ronnectcd b y telephone with the outwhich lie set up for the purpose at side world, and it is here that the
one end of the table where it could watchman is stationed during the
he seen by all.
Mr. Viles said:
dry season.
He is supplied
with
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they need equipment for
fighting |inlet and fiord in British Columbia.
forest fires, and the suppression of ! The grouse and quail and pheasants
forest fires is so important to all were excellent eating, so were some
the people of the State that
the of the wildfowl until about October
State should assist the towns in this |20th.
It is a. wonderful experience to
matter.
Regular wardens should be
employed during the dry season who sit on one of those surf formed
spits when a great wind is rising
should have no other business.
“ During the past season the towns tremendous seas outside and watch
and territory outside the wild land the hosts of wildfowl streaming in
We have sat for hours
section, with a forested area of less for shelter.
than one-half that of the former, suf under A steady stream of whistling
fered a loss at least five times as wings and only occasionally fired a
shot.
If widgeon came over,
or
great.”
brant, or buffleliead we tried to
WHERE
SHALL
WE
GO D U C K drop them into the calm water in
side the spit.
But mallards and
S H O O T IN G IN 1914.
bluebills, and often in their ranks
Since I last had the honor of writ redheads and canvas back too, for
will also eat of the
ing for Rod and Gun I have had the they alas!
“ The wild land section of ourj a map Gf the surrounding country, an
great pleasure of visiting many of disintegrating salmon, passed over
forests, or that embraced in the ai}dade for determining direction and
Brant was our
the most celebrated breeding and ! without a salute.
Maine forestry district, of about nine good field glasses.
He reports to
They came over the
shooting grounds of our wide Domin ; greatest glory.
and one-half million acres, is under (-be cbjef warden at least once each
ion.
Therefore the question I put [ spit at good speed, high up, wavering
the direct supervision of the forest day and lg in turn called by the
as
the
title for this story of travel and rising and falling like a flock of
Commissioner, as far as protection chief warden at least once each day.
and adventure is by no means an pigeons, and calling “ car-rup, carfrom fire is concerned.
The owners
“ Frequently two or more stations idle one, for to tell the truth, after rup” in clearest tones.
They never
of this property attempted at first sight a fire and in one case
last six years of almost steady traveling, saw us among the piles of wreckage
to maintain a protective system in season at least five stations report
I do not know just where to go my and debris thrown up by old Ocean.
dependent of the State, but it was ed the same fire.
On sighting a self . However I will tell you of all We used either number ones or a
found that all owners would not sub- fire the watchman calls the chief
twenty-two special.
It is a great
scribe voluntarily to Its support, and ward6n 0, U|e dlstrIct and als0 the the best places.
moment when these small swiftly fly
Starting
at
the
far
western
side
of
so they came to the Legislature of nearest deputy warden to the fire,
the continent the finest sport is to ing geese are within range, and if
1909 and asked that a special tax of
it is essential that men get to the
be had where the rivers debouch in we are shooting at all well, we see
one and one-lialf mills be levied on
I fires at their inception.
to the tidal estuaries.
I . got my the big bodies come hurtling down
these lands by the State for fire
"The watchmen are not allowed to
first sport in the big state of Wash and hear the resounding whack when
protection purposes, and that
the
|leave their stations except by per
ington, at the entrance of the many they hit—mercifully quite dead—for
forest commissioner be authorized to
mission of the chief warden,
and
mouthed
Skagit into the salt water there are few wounded birds when
expend this fund, which amounts to
! their duties are so important that a
of Puget Sound.
Here the work was you use these heavy 22’s.
about seventy thousand dollars an
|very strict oversight is kept over
Still, after all the wild beauty of
different from any we had met .
nually.
The commissioner is given
the men.
Our shooting box, a rough shack the oceanside shooting, after the
wide latitude in the organization and
“ Supplementing the lookouts are
of Douglas fir, lay on the
flooded nerve racking wading and jumping
administration of this great fire de
the patrolmen who travel the terri
flats of a dyke edged slough. 'Great of the b irds. in the sloughs, after
partment, and he is allowed to take
tory where fires are the most likely
fir posts bad been driven in,
and the good flight shooting on prairie
such measures as he deems best to
to occur. These men go by foot and
huge earth banks had been thrown bottoms there is nothing like the
prevent and extinguish forest fires.
canoe.
up, to keep out the hungry
sea. old familiar scenes of Ontario and
The area is divided into districts,
"Supplies of fire fighting tools are
its wild rice and wild celery
fed
Through the flat ran many a deep
each under the immediate supervis
birds.
The old home marshes, the
located at convenient places on the
fork of the slough, and outside the
ion of a chief forest fire warden, and
well known rivers and lakes are tru
wild lands and in some instances
dyke, to the east, ran one of the
this officer has charge of all work
ly a magnet but—pardon my asking
camping outfits are maintained at
ten mouths of the Skagit River. Wlie
in his particular territory.
The
you a question fellow duck hunters
central locations for crews of fire
a heavy wind was blowing on the
mountain lookout watchmen, patrol
WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN DOING
fighters.
Sound it was most excellent sport
men and deputy wardens are his
“ Our stations reported 303 fires
WITH THE LAWS?
subordinates.
to lie on the sheltered side of the
When I left Ontario for the West
last season, and of these our regular
dyke and watch the pintails and mal
“ The backbone of this protective
there was very fair duck shooting over
I force extinguished the greater numlards streaming in.
The swaying,
system is the chain of mountain
decoys and in the wild rice beds.
i her.
Only 50 spread over an acre
lookout stations. These now num
windswept birds would come for my
Then we did not dare to put out a
or more and required the assistance
ber 42.
Fifteen were added last
i corner of the dyke in a fairly direct
hide in open water.
Then
the
of extra men in extinguishing them.
season, and it is planned to build
line.
Just before they got in shotfeeding flocks of bluebill, redhead
“ Our laws require proper spark
several the coming year. The first
they would tower a bit and cross
and canvasbacks, widgeon and whist
station was built on Squaw moun- arresters on engines, prohibit the overhead with a wavering
flight,
ler and bufflehead, fed on the wild
tain in the Mooseheaa lake country,'dumping of coal3 lD the forest area bucking the heavy So'easter.
One
celery beds in the centre of nearly
along the right of way, require the
before the State took over the work,
morning, when the flight was good, every bay and often to within a few
anri
oo far as IT am able *to ,learn screening or fastening down
of
and as
I lay watching a pair of mating
hundred yards of the shore, for here
windows in smoking compartments of
mallards
that had gone overhead the celery grew most luxuriantly.
'———— — carg> and our railroads patrol act
without my usual salute.
They set Now I find hides everywhere in the
Tr/'jBsjr-'wj
allows the forest commissioner
to
their wings and alighted in one of open water within two hundred yards
place patrols on the railroads, the
the sloughs between me and the of the shore.
This is according to
expense of which is borne by the
bunkhouse.
Splashing my way the letter of the law.
Wo
have
roads.
carefully—by the way we all wear now good game wardens and wrong
“ There is a growing spirit of co
bipboots here and rumor has it that laws.
When I left the » case was
operation on the part of the railthe natives are webfooted, for, for
reversed.
i roads and the danger from forest
three months in spring and three
In Ontario, with rod and camera,
j fires frcm this source is being great
months in fall all this country is a notebook and gun, we have proved
ly reduced.
The Maine Central is
squeezy sloppy mess—I slowly crept
the following:
|now of its own accord burning oil
up \o the deep slough where the
The Ontario fish have increased in
on the Somerset and Oquossoc divis
mallards were.
“ Whizz, flap, flap!” numbers and decreased in size in
ions during the dry seasons.
This
Up they got within a few feet of me the six years of my absence.
The
is being done at additional expense
and—“ splash, splash!”
down they black bass, especially are smaller.
and is the most approved of preven
went again at the “ tack, tack” of The more sluggish big mouth seems
W hen you s ta r t
tative measures.
to make the dainty
the right and left.
There is little to be averaging as large as ever,
cake or luscious pie
“ This is a brief outline of the
credit to be taken when birds flare
or the pood, whole
especially as none but the Indians
protection afforded in the great wild
some bread on which
within ten feet of one.
Now began
know
how and where to fish for it
land
area.
The
estimated
loss
in
the familv thrives.
some of the prettiest shooting I have
at all times.
The mascalonge seems
this section last year was less than
Order William Tell
ever had.
All one had to do
was
Flour and baking day
to have held its own in numbers,
$30,000, which is of course insignifi
will be a pleasure and
“ squash, squash” along, ankle deep
but it averages smaller.
The law
cant when compared with the area
a triumph. Richest in
in rich slough muck, following the
compels us to return less than
a
of nine and one-half million acres
nutritive valu e too,
bending, turning course of the mud
and goes farthest, be
twenty-four inch fish, not a bad law
protected.
I believe that no state
dy five yard wide slough. Up, with
cause it is milled by
that.
But if they succeed in get
has a better system or recieves bet- j
our special p r o c e s s
nerve racking noise and speed, cin
ting such a law as the one advocat
ter results .
from the finest Ohio
namon teal would flirt, the rufous
Red Winter Wheat.
ed—to fish for the mascalonge only
“ Outside the wild-land area the
Your g r o c e r will
breasts shining in the mist sprinkled
with
rod and line and not
with
handling
of
forest
fires
is
now
in
the
have it — just say —
air. Chestnut headed widgeon drakes’
band line— they will automatically
hands of the selectmen, and I re
send me
<i6)
would rise like great pigeons from
cut off all the old settlers, the aver
gret to say that this is not satisfac
the ground right beneath one’s feet.
age fisherman about these
lakes,
tory, and hope that the next Legisla
Many were the excellent holes I and leave it for the city men who
ture will make some needed changes.
punctured the air with until I learn
alone fish for these heavy fish with
The State should appropriate $25,ed to wait until they got to twenrod and line.
I wish these rod and
000 for State-wide aid, and the same
tv-five yards.
line advocates would follow our daily
system extended to the towns now
There was spring shooting there,
work here and try to combine many;
in force in the wild land section.
H : M C K E N 2 I E T R A D IN G
and I did not greatly blame them.
another bit of outdoor work with!
The towns need lookout stations and
P h illip s, Me.
The wildfowl and ducks that lived
trolling.
I have daily, for nearly
on the sea were uneatable at all
all my life, watched the mascalonge
times of the year.
Think of sitting
C atch es b y th e n eck o r b od y in
fishing in these Ontario lakes each
stead of the feet, killin g in sta n tly
and letting the big wellfed bluebills
w ith o u t injuring: the pelt. A h u 
summer; and I tell you that the
m an e fea tu re that is v e r y c o m 
stream past your gun on a bright
average man comes back with one
m en d a ble; B E S ID E S I T S A V E S
October day without pulling a trig fish, or no fish as the result of the
E V E R Y EU R FO R T H E T R A P 
P E R . T h e o n ly trap e v e r c o n 
ger.
What was the use?
All the average day’s work with a trolling
stru cted w ith a d o u b l e t r i p
A< 'I IO N , a bait trig g e r and a f o o t
ducks were eating ellgrass; it grows
p -d a l trip. A n ideal trap for s a v 
line.
No don’t sit in comfortable
in g furs o f m in k, sku n k, " c o o n ” ,
on the tideflats and is full of iodine.
chairs around a committee table and
etc. T h e r e is no esca pe, the tra p 
Two weeks later mallard and blue- propose class laws, for if there is
p e r g e ts ev e r y pelt.
M AC b rin g s illustrated G u id e
bill, merganser and even some buf- any fish harder to work for and to
U l IT g iv in g the first tim e in
print the trea su red secrets o f the
fleheads were feeding on the tens of catch, with a rod and line trolling,
w isest old tra p p ers in this c o u n try .
thousands of bodies of decaying sal
I t ’s w orth d olla rs to you .
without a guide, than the mascolonge
mon that crowd the rivers
every personally I do not know it and I
November and December for note have been obliged to catch mostly all
that all Pacific salmon (so called) of the different varieties of fish of
die at about four years old after this continent for my Natural hist
their first and only spawning.
ory work.
TRAPPERS’ SUPPLY Go.,
Box W,
OAR PARR, ILL.
For the next few years my gun
In the trolling that we did last
woke the echoes in many a lonely summer, both from our canoes and

VILES ON
FOREST SERVICE

i

i

Y o u W ant
M o r e th a n
J u s t “F lo u r”

from our small launch, we only three
times exceeded two fish and only
once did we exceed four.
We had
seven mascalo'nge on the line with,
in about one hour and a half. After
we had landed five, weighing forty
and a half pounds, and lost two, we
gave up, as we had caught more than
we needed.
There is a land of promise yet fel
low sportsmen.
There is a rail,
road bililding northwards from Tor
onto, that within its length of about
three hundred and fifty miles, passes through or leads close to the
greatest shooting
and breeding
grounds in Eastern America.
All
the way up to Cochrane on the
Temiskaming and Northern Ontario
lies a great game and fish country,
but it is from there on to James
Bay that the huge, flat, low, swampy
lands are met.
Just the country
that on the far western
Pacific
Coast breeds the huge flocks that
annually migrate down the Coast
Here in these muskegs and swamps
Nature has established a preserve
which it would be well for Ontario
and Manitoba to conserve.
All along tlie Albany, the southern bord
er of Patricia, all inwards easterly
from the Moose river, all above the
northern limits of the clay belt la
Thunder Bay, Algoma and Temiskam
ing Districts lies otir heritage. Here
breed most of all the wildfowl that
migrate along the Atlantic
Coast
and come down over the lakes and
rivers of Southern Ontario.
Here
is the country to direct your duckshooting parties to.
Luckily
we
have a government in Ontario that
will not sell huge tracts of lands
for private preserves, so the general
public will always have a chance
to shoot the ever diminishing breeds
of wild fowl.
Many are the excuses for this dy
ing out of the webfooted ones. Look
at the sea lion skin on our shanty
door.
Frcm time immemorial this
great fish-feeding mammal has lived
in the waters of the Pacific.
Yet
a man that annually caught hundreds
of thousands of salmon in his com
mercial undertakings said to me,
“ Glad you got that big male, you
don't know liow many salmon a sea
lion kills in a year.”
Another man
I met, one that has been duck shoot
ing all his life annually kills every
hawk that he can, “ because they
eat the ducks.”
There are not,
however, more than two, or perhaps
three, of the hawks, out of twelve
to fifteen varieties, that ever kill a
duck, but all the others do kill the
rats and mice and the various spar
rows that are so fatal to wild ducks'
eggs.
Watch out for the Indians and the
settlers that steal the ducks’ eggs.
Keep the Spring season closed. Make
preserves
of the vast northern
wastes.
Change the law so that
HIDES CANNOT BE BUILT
IN
OPEN WATER and go north for
your annual duck shooting until you
locate the right place, and although
there are not more than half as
many ducks in Ontario as
there
were six years ago, we may all haTe
a bit of sport in 1914. —Bonnycastle
Dale in Rod and Gun.

Maine Woods Ads. Pay Best Be
cause it Reaches the People
Yeti
W a n t for Customers.
T r y it.

H a n iH
Y\our

A

W h at Y O U Need
Perhaps Y O U — like hundreds of
others— are all “ run down.” Not
sick enough to lake to bed—nor
miss work. But your appetite is
poor— your food doesn’t digest—
your bowels fail to act freely

“ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
will tone you up so you feel like new.
Bath, Me.
“ We have used-your ‘ L. F .’ Atwood’*
Medicine for the last ten years for all
kinds of sickness, and we think it a great
family remedy. 1 know of others who
have used it and who regard it just a*
highly. Tw o or three doses will tone a per
son right up, and make him feel like nr*.
[signed] F. B. Lkwij*
Dig bottle—5 5 c —vour dealer’s.
Sample FR EE by mail—from us.
"L . F .” M e d icin e C o ..
Portland. Me.
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ing into the business of “ fur farm- Hip Federal commission of industrial it is at night.
But- then his duties the columns of your paper to feed
|ing” on a small scale.
So the morn- relations last week.
The unemploy- at tiie hotel demanded that he should
the wild' birds With grain, crumbs
One December day, after a fall of
* found, him in the traps, I re- inent problem is regarded at Wash- sleep during the hours of the night
and suet while the snow lasts? Our
anow several nights before, I saw tui'n^d home and notified my kins-1 ington as a permanent one, and will so lie had to figure a way to catch winter birds do splendid work for
my cousin and a trapper who lived mau to come and help secure
the be investigated by the Federal com the shark so that it would not inter-j humanity all winter long by devour
in tho neighborhood
coming
along prkse alive.
mission.
And this is the result of fere with his rest.
ing larvae and eggs of noxioqs inthrough a field and i-ast our house,
This we did, but it required sever- less than a year under Democratic
After pondering on the matter for secte and seeds of
troublesome
legislation.— a few days between times when he w©eds.
trailjug a skunk.
The skunk was al hours of hard work to bring it rule and Democratic
They do net mind the cold
dead, but with one foot in a trap, about.
A long strap with' a noose Belfast Republican Journal
was not attending to the wants of *£ well fed.
But the snow covers
and they were dragging it at
the at the end of a strong pole, about • Under a Democratic State adminis- the hotel guests, the manager
hit their food supply and starves them,
6iid of a chain about ten feet long, eight feet in length, was used. T lie:(ration the jails and prisons of the upon a plan which he thought was T° tie suet and meat scraps to trees
This incident which I am relating oc- >*oose was . slipped over the raccoon's State filled.
Under a
Republican Ig00d.
‘He decided
try ~Ji3' plan and scatter grain and "crumbs
purred some fifteen years ago, when head, the strap drawn up tight (but; state admistration they have been aut Thursday night and getting his1hard tramped snow, or better on a
1 was a boy of sixteen years.
Our not tight enough to choke) and by emptied and one jail has closed its| paraphernaiia together arranged
ranged tlie “ food-table” — a box or board on a
Nullification of law came
farm was five miles frem a small this means he could be held firm ly! doors,
post set uj> out of reach of catslie to catch the monstrous fish.
city end situated in the W isconsin at a safe distance.
One of us led blgh.
________
S Baiting a hook with a whole fish, is a kindness to suffering
wild
River valley, in a Reality
where kirn by this pole, while the other
|large enough to furnish most families cr ea£ures*
But, it is more
than
small game still abounds, but was held
the end of the trap
chain
(for wh0 are opposed to free trade. wlth a good meal> and attaching the thatMei1
lt is a public spirited act,
more plentiful then, and where the
le>£t tbe trap on his hindfoot). In will not suffer their forces to
be,;hook tQ a chain and the chain to a i redounding to the welfare of mankind.
farmers’ boys could 1ave good sport
L
port this
way wo dragged or carried him divided in the face of the enem y.!>tout
Mr smith drew the line The birds saved will repay a tliousin winter, trapping raccoon,
mink
link, as carefully as possible down the The movement to get together
la threugb
,w „ „ , liis bedroom
....................
window and se- and f°^d in their work on
garden,
muskrat and skunk.
The
older sitte of the bluff and nearly a mile greater than party leaders or parties. I curely ftied the other end of the line : 1rubbery and orchard.. Chaff from
hunters, with good dogs,
secured awuy to the place where the
p et’
-----------------------------Ito his bedpost.
After this was done £be bain flooi and scraps from the
seme foxes and wolves.
No
more coon
was kept-W e put
Mmin a "THE SKUNKS, HIS USEFULNESS
j he lay down to sleep and was soon table are fine for this work. If we
than seven years ago a deer
was stron£ box aadevery attention was
AND OTHERWISE.
an afford it, hemp and sunflower
in the land of dreams.
'seen on this same farm, in the tim- glven himl but
remained sullen
lt seemed but a few minutes dfter seed are splenoid.
But, let us each,
her on one of the bluffs.
1antl would' not touch much food, and
By F. L. Butler
lie had crawled beneath the covers do sometl:ing in the name of liumanafter about ten days or two weeks I
Union City, Pa., Feb. 1914.
Well, my cousin and his companion
when he was awakened by his bed Ity’ until bare Sround and warmer
being suddenly jolted and springing “ eatber relieve the strain.
had been tracking coons and had acted as though he was going to die, To the Editor of Maine
they killed him.
The skunk at the present time to the floor he saw the bed
|WIowed one to a den in the rocks
had
------- ---------------------At no time would he endure the has sprung into a new light in the
on one o the bluffs.
They had set
moved over to the window and the DIMENSIONS GIVEN FOR FUR
though public eye and according to all indi- rope was taut.
traps and returning this
morning presence of the pet coon,
Something was evi
STRETCHERS.
tliis was the latter part of January cations he bids fair to be protected
were surprised to find a skunk in
dently pulling with great force at
song
stead of the coon they were looking or early in February that this coon the same as game birds and
t.he end of which the hook was at
Berwick, Me., Feb. 1914.
was caught, and we were quite dis- birds.
I don’t agree with the orifor. As it was a long way
from
tached.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
appointed that our plans for a coon ginators of this new freak law. If
where they lived and not far from
The ingenious^ fisherman did not
I am sending a table of sizes and
it becomes a law only on certain
farm were shattered.
have to stop to dress, he had slept] I don’t claim that this is the best
our place they offered me the chance
» trap at the den, If I ch ose.
,
W e were careful and tried not to Points, the useful,,eras of the skunk with his clothes on.
He hastily yet nor do I claim that it is perimmediately set out with
several in-iure hlm» but I believe he was too
°a good slipped on his coat and awaking |feet by any means but I think many
8 1
. .
. having to the public, but there are
strong traps and followed their trail 0 a to domesticate, and Having
j
some of the help around the hotel trappers could get a better
grade
uau
•
1mip.
frpp many things to be taken into considand
with
the
aid
of
some
men
living
sheet
if
they
would
use
this
to
base
la ck to the den.
Here I carefully
™
n a tio n , via:
First if the skunk is
.« my traps at the entrance, faaten- tc,uld ,not endure tUe c’
protected the year around,
where! near the Pass they tugged and pull- the size of their stretchers on.
Ing them to a small oak
sapling, captivity.
w ill'th e fur dealers get their skunk ed at the line’
After an hOUr A° r
1 was not satisfied with my old
which I cut for the purpose. I went
1 bave known of youllg coons be‘ skins.
The public must have furs more the ganS’ numbering about ten table of sizes so I figured out this
I made a muskrat board from
every other day to this den and after w s kept m captivity with success ^
Qf
therQ are otlier|men, managed to drag the monster one.
the nqw one, and It improved
the
a week had passed began to think
mak£nS interesting pets.
y jurg Qn
marketf but skunk furs on £ne beach.
looks
and
value
of
the
skin
a
good
Mr. Coon had settled down for his mistake tben was in tnaDg t0 “ Ye are mostly wanted, the general pubTb® ™pe was securely fastened to
winter’s sleep, when one morning, abve tbe °*b one’ £bfe third one was ^ bag a rjgRt to hav e some voice I a tree an<£ the men, keeping a safe deal over my old style; more than
a small young coon, but I did not
distance went down to the beach to i had an idea was possible.
I see
on making the usual visit, I spied
in this matter.
view
the
monster
who
was
lashing
now
that
my
old
style
stretchers
one of the largest, fattest coon I had try
again‘
I don’t mean that I advocate the
the white sand with his tail and were not just right, so you see one
Wo sometimes caught the raccoon
•rer seen.
I saw him when T was
ruthless slaughter of the skunk, far
snorting with fury at being dragged is never too old to learn.
■till sevor.il hundred feet
below, in a small stream that flowed at the from it, but I do advocate a closed
ritohlnc tlie Muff, for ho Had pulled •>»*
«** Muff, by building a bar-,
^
from Nov
from his habitat
For another hour
, wouW like to see the opinion of
or until after daylight, the huge deni-jedher trappers or any of the readers
ricade on each side, leaving an open
tbe sapling a few feet away and was
to March 15.
This would give the
'
space in the stream where the water
*
QT1^ ze n of the deep wriggled and tossed re g a r d in g the proper sizes of fur
dear of the den.
You ca n perhaps
---------------,
n
d
;
animal,
a
chance
to multiply a n l , ^ to ^ ^
, 0 escap0 but his stretching boards.
Fur dealers
was only a few inches in depth and
the fur dealers, and the public at
toaginr my interest and pleasure at
efforts were of no avail.
there setting (under water) several
let’s have your ideas on the sub. . . large would still have their skunk
this capture, just as I had about
_______ ____
___ , f
^
thro h the summer sea.
Before the sun peeped above tbe ject.
strong traps,,f but without
any bait
decided to pull up traps and quit. whatever.
This is the method to
l u n 't ^ u b s and eastern horizon the shark was fast
Following is pay idea and plan
I killed him with the stick I carried,
follow I believe, where their tracks. ^
for the farmer and would also tiring of his efforts and soon quieted |for them:
but a hard and cruel task it was. can be found along a small stream.
But a short time after this
For mink, small size, 3% inches
*
* down.
[ visit his hen coop and kill $5 or $o
(I would advise carrying a light _ w c s . in Fur News Magazine.
he breathed his last and lay calmly |f0r width of tail end; 2 % width of
' worth of hens.
.22 calibre rifle for such purposes)
in
«
«
Lcn
/ l l the
L A IC beach
U v C lv l* A
t* his last
v sleep.
*
l W
X IV U IU V A w )
i l C/l i
U for
A Ul
U
A.AJ 6U/AA C A
lU O v
shoulders;
7• Ainches
distance
nose
I have known cases w len a s un
y ernon Goodwin tied the shark to shoulders, 27 inches total length
I reset the traps; but did
not
F A C TS FOR V O TE R S
would kill from six to eight hens,
with a rope and with his motorboat Medium size, 4, 3*4; 8; 30; large
visit tbe traps so often after that,
and would also eat. up the old sett- owed the monster around past Gulf- siz&> 414 - 3%; 9; 33, For muskrat,
going only about twice a week.
Southern Democrats in Congress . ^ ken> eggs and all.
I caught two more raccoons there took all the protection away from
Tpe gkunk like the weasel, al- ■port and Pinellas Point and brought small size, 5%; 4%; 6*4; 19. Medbefore I pulled up the traps.
The Maim> potatoes.
Diseased foreign wayg kUls more than he can eat> it to the fish house on the A. C. L ium size, 6; 5^4; 6%; 21.Large
dock where it was hoisted
by tlii size, 6Y2; 5%; 7 2 3 .
For Fox,
second one was larger than thefirst, potatoes, rushed into our market, fen- bu(. tMg is of no advantage to the
derrick and placed it on a
dray to small size, 6% for width to tail
“ d “ old merchant, who had bought mediately became a serious menace farmer for where skunks are thick
end; 5 for width of shoulders; 11
Mrs for years, afterward told
me and *he national department of a§Ti- they win dig gQ maJiy holes in a be hauled to Mr. Mitchell’s office.
inches for distance nose to should
that that coon skin was one of the cuiture ordered a quarantine against meadow of new or old seeding as
ers; 40 inches total length. Medium
R E L IC S FOR M A I N E M U S E U M
Bggest he had ever seen.
them.
Southern Democrats in Con- ^ rendermore actual
danger than
size, 7; 5y2; 12; 43.
Large size,
tVe determined to save this largest gress said it was a trick to get a-; the good they do in
kming bugs,
Curator James of the state museum 6%; for width of tail end; 5V4. for
one alive, as my cousin bad a female way from the effect of free
trade. etc
a£ Augusta hss just received some width of shoulders; TV2 inches dis
coon and he had an idea of go- Now they want to quarantine Maine
j agree with anyone that the skunk
additions to the collection which he tant nose to shoulders; 30 for total
---------------- ----------------------------------potatoes.
It looks as though it was doeg some good, but the damage he
For medium size, 71/4; 8 ^ ;
considers of far more than ordinary length.
'anything to punish the Maine does more than offsets all the good
For large size, 8; 6%;
9^;
value as they consist of curiosities 28.
farmer.”
which he does.
A skunk in a sin- different from any in the possession 26.
For otter, medium size, 7Y2 I
-------*
I gie night will destroy a whole swarm of the state.
They are relics of a 5Y2; 12, and total length 60.
During the first year of tlie Demo- oj, bees and sometimes more,
FAMOUS
Yours, *
prehistoric age and were found and
cratic administration the fanner was
place a closed season on
the presented to the state by a former
H. E. Ford.
BACKWOODS
forced to take less for his potatoes, skuuks as j stated above and I think resident and physician of Augusta,
less for his beef and less for his j.k|g wjh su{t most every one. There Dr. George H. Brickett, now engaged
PRESENT
M E E T IN G
OF
THE
FAIRY TALES
pork, while the consumer paid 42.3 are t^mes when all animals
and as ships surgeon on one of the steam
T E R M G A M E P R O T E C T IO N ,
per cent more for potatoes, 8.8 Per ijirds are a curse to the farmer as ers of the United Fruit Co.
The
cent more for steak, 8.2 per
c©nL|iie can’t get even a half crop of relics consist of idols and images
(Contirnued from phv" 3.1
more for bacon and 6.3 per cent more cherries; and why, simply because found in Central America.
There ter of right from the sportsmen, for
Ed Grant, Beaver Pond Camps
for pork.
the robins eat nearly all of them, and are also some interesting pieces of they are the chief beneficiaries of
Newreadinur m a tter, interesting:.
The first ed ition w as exh a u sted m u ch soon er
------------ sometimes they get the whole crop. pottery in the collection. Two im these’ measures.
Also, the work of
tti»n we e x p e c te d and th e p op u la r dem ai d w as
The Society for the Improvement piease step into the other fellows’ ages from Costa Rica are very rare enforcement must be absolutely di
•0 treat fo r a secon d ed ition that we published
*nenlarged and im p roved ed ition to be sold by
of the Condition of tlie Poor,
In shoes for a while and see if you specimens and like the other pieces vorced from politics. Sportsmen be
Mil (postpaid) a t ' he low p rice nam ed.
Twelve cen ts, p ostoa id . Stam ps a ccep ted .
New York city reports 331,000 men don’t say that I am right.
in the collection were secured by the long to all political parties and they
J. W. BRACKETT CO ,
out of work.
In the whole of the
------------------------------There
doctor personally.
One of the ima are united for this cause.
Phillips, Me.
State of Maine the census enumeraG0T A BIG B IT E
ges represents tbe head of a baboon fore, they must instantly resent un
tors found but 742,000 soculs. That]
-----------the
and the other the head of a tiger. itedly any interference upon
is, in New York at the present time How They Do T h e ir Fishing at the Another valuable idol was
MAPS OF M A IN E
secured part of party bosses, or the work
almost half as many men are out
Florida W in te r Resorts.
No game officer can do
from the same section of country. will fail.
RESORTS A N D ROADS
of work as there are men, women
Seven rare old pieces of pottery his duty if compelled to discriminate
Maine Woods has frequent; inquiries and children living in
this state.
Mrs. Harkness, a Knox county lady were secured in Columbia,
South in favor of persons with political in
w maps of the tithing regions of the And New York is only one city. Re- who is spending the winter in S t.lAmerica.
If tenure of office is de
The legs broken from an fluence.
Hate, etc. We can furnish the follow
ports from the cities of the Middle Petersburg, Fla., sends a copy of especially large work of pottery are pendent on political favor the office
ing maps:
franklin County
$ .50 and Far West indicate worse condi the St. Petersburg Daily Times, con of remarkable design. A crude wea of game warden will be a misnomer.
Somerset County
.50 tions.
The free trade bill is
re taining the
following remarkable pon of prehistoric man is also con This influence can he eliminated by
Oxford County
.50
By an ingenious contrivance which tained in the collection, this being the process of civil service for all
•i caiaquis County
'
.50 sponsible.
shark story:
a stone chisel, which closely resemb- game officers.
Aroostook County
.50
Washington C<»un< y
.50
To sum up, then, true game pro
The people of Maine will never allowed him to sleep on the job and les seme of the tools used iu
the
Outing m ap o f Maine, 20x35 in
1*00
tection in America consists of wise
forgive
Woodrow
Wilson
for
turning
yet
be
able
to
tell
when
he
got
a
stone
cutter’s
trade.
Geological m a p of Maine
.35
and wholesome laws, with rigid en
e
-------------------------------R. R. map o f Maine
.35 the Panama Canal over to the na- bite, C. E. Smith, manager of t h
Androscoggin County
.35 t’.ons who, by unfair rates,
forcement of same, the aid of
a
low) Johns Pass Hotel, baited a hook for
’
F E E D T H E B IR D S
Cumberland County
.35 wages and discrimination have driv a shark and his ingenuity was
strong public sentiment, and such
re-----------Hancock C ou n ty
.50
shark
In a letter to the Maine Woods, incidental benefits as can be obtain
Kennebec C ou n ty
.35 en the American flag from the seas warded when he caught a
Knox C ou nty
.35
weighing 800 pounds, measuring 12 Mr. Winthrop Packard, Massachuset ed from individual efforts by way of
Lincoln and S a g a d a h o c C o u n t ie s
.35
“ Hundreds of thousands of men, feet in length.
ts agent for the National Association eliminating secondary causes of de
Penobscot C o u n ty
.5o
The presence of sharks in the of Andubon Societies, an organiza struction, such as keeping down the
Waldo C ou nty
.35 industrious and anxious to work, are
of
York C oanty
.35 either out of employment or without waters of the Gulf of St. Johns Pass tion founded and incorporated
for production of certain species
assurance that their jobs will con caused the brain of Mr. Smith to the protection of wild birds and ani vermin, promiscuous house cats and
J. W B R A C K E T T C O .,
mongrel hunting dogs, bad forestry
tinue another week or another day, work.
He wanted to catch a shark mals, says:
Phillips.
Maine. “ said Chairman Frank P. Walsh of land knew that the best time to do May I not urge the public through methods, etc.
RACCOON

A L IV E

MAINfcJ W OODS, P H IL L IP S , M A IN E ,

Where To Go In
Lake Parlin House and Gamps
A ie d e lig h tfu 'ly situated on sh o re o f L ake
Parlin on d ire ct line from Q u e b e c to R a n g e le y
L a k es, p op u la r- th o ro u g h -fa re fo r a u to m o 
biles b ein g a d istance o f 1 2 2 m iles ea ch w a y .
L a k e P a ilin an d the 1 2 o u t p o n d s in the
radius o f fo u r m iles furnish the b e s t o f f l v
fish in g th e w h ole season
T h e h o u se and
ca m p s are n e w a n d h a v e all m od ern c o n v e n 
iences, su ch as b ath s, ga s lights, op en rock
fireplaces, etc. T h e cu isine is u n e x ce lle d .
C a n o e in g , b o a tin g , b ath in g, tennis, m o u n 
tain clim b in g a u to m o b ilin g , e tc.

F E B R U A R Y 26, 1914

and fraught with the most and dearest
associations of any building in town,
and recalled the old school days
more than 60 years ago when
he
came in from the farm to
attend
school.
He recalled many who had
gone from that room and became
prominent in different vocations in
life and he very touchingly alluded
to almost the last one that he was

WINTER EGGS ARE DESIRABLE
No Branch of Farming W ill Show
Quicker Losses Than Poor Feeding
and Management of Hens.

_ _
with the price of eggs so high it
stands us in hand to plan our management so that the flock will do its best,
It is surprising what good care and
'Intelligent feeding will do in produc-

F I R E A S S O C I A T I O N OF PHILADRL.
J
PH I A.

J

-A S S E T S D E C . 31, 1913.
Real E state,
$ 7?7.162 67
M ortgage Loans,
2,014.116 66
Collateral Loans,
139,527 12
S tocks -iiid Bonds,
5.191,288 79
Cash in Office and Bank,
499,604 74
A g e n ts ’ B ulan cts,
663.8,2 78
Interest and Rents,
I' 637 69
Gross A ssets,
9.366.430 45
D ed u ct item s not adm itted,
1,622 22
. A d m itted A ssets.
9.164.8 8 16
L IA B IL IT IE S DEC. 31. 1913.
N et U npaid Losses,
* 364,8 !6 26
U nearned t rem ium s,
6,-i45,437 81
A ll otn er Liabilities.
45.679 8,
Cash Capital,
. VMl.Ou, i
S urplus over all L iabilities.
J.558 8648*
T otal Liabilities and Surplus,
9.11 UMU

2

associated with m his school days, |no\ r a n c W farming will show quickwho was then lying m Farmington er losses than poor feeding and manawaiting the final earthly parting, agement of the winter layers.
Mr. George W. Wheeler.
] Winter layers must have a comof; fortable house, plenty of room, plenty
He spoke very appreciatively
J a c k m a n , M aine
H. P. M cK E V N E Y , P r o p r ie to r ,
W rite fo r b o o k le t.
the remodelled building and paid a of sunlight and ample ventilation. Too T H E H O M E I N S U R A N C E CO., 55
much care cannot be given to provid
generous tribute to the band of ing good ventilation. Cold draughts
C E D A R ST., N E W YORK
building and a Union Sunday school WOmen who had done so much
to
C IT Y .
and the Free Baptist, an almost use- make this gathering in this place
RANGELEY, MAINE
less vestry, with, as it seemed to possible, so well adapted to
the
" m i n i A S S E T S D E C . 31. 1913.
most of us a pressing need for a social needs of the church and comM ortg ag e Loans,
$ 10,800 00
S tocks and Bonds,
30.61 9,400 69
place to carry out present day met- Uiunity.
He then spoke very tenCash in Offi. e and B ank,
1.810.186 35
A g e n ts ’ B alances,
2,^92,389 92
hods of ministering to our Sunday derly o£ the treasures we have in
B ills R eceivable,
F I S H I N G
121,15171
In te re s t and K ents.
school social life and a
suitable our ctuidreyi and youth, and the need
244.719 00
AT
place for all social actividuty of providing for them the
G ross A ssets,
$35,388,646 67
John Carville’s Camps meeting
D ed u ct ite m s not adm itted.
2.248.730 86
ties of the church, as well as a j best pos-sable opportunities for un
at S p r i n g L ake
A d m itte d A ssets,
prayer and conference place.
110i(ting aU(t developing the finest in
$33,139,916M
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My cam ps
L IA B IL IT IE S D E C 31, 1913.
are m ost charm ingly situated on the shores o f
The next speaker was Hon. H. their natures.
That the men and
N et U npaid Losses,
S p rin g Lake, well fu rn ish ed , excellen t beds,
$ 1.184.259 90
U nearned P rem ium s,
13,447.976 00
p u rest o f sprin g w ater and the table is first-class, B. Austin, The Church and the Par- the women of to-morrow may best
A ll o th e r L ia bilities,
2,434.660 22
elevation 1.800 fe e t above sea level, grandest scen 
Mr. Austin responded not from serve their day and generation and
Cash C apital,
6 .U 0 .0 -n00
ery and p ure mountain air Hay fe v e r and malaria ish.
Surplus ov e r all L iabilities,
unknow n. S prin g Lake furnishes excellen t lake the viewpoint of a church man, but in closing expressed the hope that
10.073,019 69
trou t and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
T otal L ia bilities and S urp lus.
Btreams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout. of a citizen who believes in churches ^be £llture would justify the expense
$33,139,915 81
B uekboard roads only 2-12 miles. A n ideal fam ily
com- and labor, and thought and anxiety
sum m er resort. Telephone com m unications with and the value of them in the
C A L E D O N IA N INS UR ANC E
COMAillage and doctor. R eferen ces furnished. Term s munity, and the duty of the citizen that has been put into the planning
reasonable. Address fo r full particulars,
P A N Y OF E D I N B U R G H , SCOTJ O H N C A R V IL L E . Flagstaff. Me.
to support them, whether a church and executing of the work, to furnish
LAND.
Prize-Winning Plymouth Rock.
member or not.
He spoke of the thig building to minister in a proper
S A D D L E B A C K L A K E C A 11P S.
In the decline in church attendance
and way to the best and bighest needs will check the egg production and
R a n g e le y R e g io n . B o o k le t.
— T S a a E rA S S E T S D E C . 31, 1913.
H etnon S. B la ck w ell. D allas. M aine
contrasted the reasons for church of the community.
prove detrimental to the health of the Real E sta te ,
$ 526,000 00
going a few generations ago,
and
S tocks and B onds,
floek.
1.305.280 00
This being the annual meeting of
Cash in Office and B ank,
JIM P O N D G A M P S
136,86861
With
a
good,
clean
and
dry
house
now.
Formerly people went quite
A g e n ts’ B alances.
262.897 51
the Federated church the members and plenty of egg-making foods we Interest and R en ts,
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
9,?30 37
generally, not merely for the spiriA ll o th e r A ssets,
10,568 61
Good fishing. Three miles buekboard coal benefit and uplift, but to minis- gathered in the Memorial Parlors will get eggs. On farms where we
A d m itted A ssets,
$?, 260.445 10
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write ter to their social nature, and on the to elect officers and listen to t e can feed a variety of grain foods and
L IA B IL IT IE S D E C . 31, 1913.
a
mash,
once
a
day,
composed
of
cut
for booklet.
quiet for a little business during the reports of the departments of work,
e t U npaid L osses.
$ 126,515 24
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Bnrint** that timp siiTinfir W3,s bs- clot er or alfalfR, steamer! and mixed N
nearned P rem ium s,
1,460.322 45
*
.
.,
with bran, corn meal and green cut U
A ll o th er Liabilities.
37.0*0ttl
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me. recess hour as they always had two
636,607 41
sessions.
Then there was no daily
served 111 the back parlor to the |bone, egg production is a simple mat- S urp lus over all L iabilities,
mail delivered at their door, no tel- waitresses for the evening, and
r. ter
Feed a tempting variety of grain T otal L iabilities and S u rp lu s,
$2,250,445 10
ephones, and
very few
fraternal F- A - Lawton distinguished himself (
foods, green foods and meat foods,
orders and about the only place to as a first-class waiter in the manner keep pure water before them and N E W E N G L A N D C A S U A L T Y COMP A N Y B O S T O N , MASS.
meet 'friends
and exchange greet- ne served them and from the peals keep the floors so clean that any part
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. ines news and k o s s i p was the in- of merriment that reached the other maY be used for a scratching floor
mgs, news anu gossip, was uie m
. _ . .
...
and you can rest assured that you
A S S E T S D E C . 31. 1913.
termissicn between services,
and room we judged also that they
d havQ dQne yQur part toward securing
Portland,
Maine
R eal E state,
$ 10.000 00
that the decline in attendance was a feast of wit and humor.
! winter eggs.
M o rtg a g e L oans,
39 512 75
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
S tock s and Bonds.
1.862,954 08
not because the average citizen did
We take off our hats to the com-;
------------------------- -Cash in Office and B ank,
159.477 06
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport
A g e n ts ’ B alances.
454,739 70
men. All farm, dairy products, pork not ‘ consider church services essen- mittee in charge for the admirable SUCCESS IN PIGEON RAISING Interest and K ents,
15.146 52
aal,
but
were
not
as
necessary
for
evening’s
program
and
the
way
it
39.831 72
A ll o th e r A ssets,
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
Birds Confined in Houses Quickly Con
G ross A ssets,
$2,681,665 &
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, sociability and business as former- was carried out.
261,654 16
D ed u ct item s not adm itted.
ly.
The spiritual need and helpfulWe regret that Mrs. M. S. Hutchtract Consumption and Die—
meats, butter, cream, eggs. etc.
Require
Much
Space.
A
d
m
itted
A
ssets,
$2.320,01131
ness
must
ever
remain.
I
ins
and
Mrs.
N.
P.
Noble
were
not
American plan. Send for circular.
L IA B IL IT IE S D E C . 31. 1913
The Church and the Business Man, able to be present, as they with Mrs.
. . . .
,
..
N et Unpaid Losses.
$359,918 54
718.70160
Mr. D. F. Field.
Mr. Field spoke M. S. Kelley aud Mias Georgina WU- ^
V h ic " Unearned Prem ium s,
Camps at Long
92.644 2
A ll o th e r L iabilities,
cf the average business man who bur are on the room committee. Both hatcb in about 18 days
LOW-00009
Cash C apital,
Pond.
M any
148.646
51
S
u
rp
lu
s
over
all
Liabilities.
The 0jd bjrda stop feeding the young
out-lying ponds, desires to live and bring up his ladies have been ill and only able to
$2.320,01121 1
family in a place where there were help the others with suggestions from Bquab when the next pair hatch. Each T otal L iabilities and S u rp lu s,
S. C. HARDEN,
Write
J A M E S N . M U N R O E , A gent
churches and church influences, even their homes.
Mrs. Kelley and Miss pair of birds should be provided with
Rangeley, Maine
N orth Jay, F ranklin C o.. Maine.
though they did not make it a def- Wilbur worked many days to furnish two nests.
inite noint of their business to at- and polish furniture and decorate the
Pigeons cannot thrive unless they T H E S T A N D A R D A C C ID E N T INM O OSELO O K M EG U N T1C HOUSE
S U R A N C E C O M P A N Y OF DEA N D LOG CAM PS.
L d regularly aud tl,en toM a little roans for the tirst opening to tke
* "
“t b l y S i
H ea rt o f the R angeieys. Best fish in g region.
T R O IT , M IC H .
story to illustrate the honesty and entire public, February 9.
tract consumption and die. Even in
S pecial June and Septem ber rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B B U R N S.
integrity that people generally exWhen Mr. Harbutt, State Congre- tbe coidest weather they should be alpect of church members.
! national missionary was here a few lowed to fly outdoors when they please.
A SS E T S D E C . 31. 1913.
D E A D R I V E R R E G IO N
weeks ago he was very enthusiastic
The breeding season is from March R eal E state,
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
One of two brothers, who were in his aproval of the new Parish to September, but extra good breeders M ortg ag e L oans.
162.100 «
24.30611
C ollateral L oans,
particular. Maine’ s idea' family vaca partners in the coal business became
3,1 16*375 D
House, aiid said he hoped we would " ^ produce young ten months in the S to c k s and Bonds,
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting converted in a religious revival, and
167.72101
C ash in O ffice and Bank,
432,239 A
We think year’
A g e n t s ’ B alances,
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. like a true disciple labored with his make it hum with life.
68,27201
In te re s t and R en ts,
had he been here the past two weeks
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
Green Feed fo r Fowls.
brother that he might be converted
G
ross
A
ss
e
ts
.
?4,669.6011
lie would think the rooms were hum
112. 698
Do not forget tbe-green feed. Fowls D ed u ct item s nt,t a d m itte d .
also, and the brother asked,
“ who ming with life and extreme
cold cannot do their best unless some form
OU AN A N IC H E L O D G E .
»
A d m itte d A ssets,
#4,157,336
_____
K
would weigh the coal?’’
Church weather.
G ra m ! L a k e S tr e a m , W a s h in g t o n On.. Me
of green food is given them at least
W orld wide k n ow n fo r its fa m ou s fish in g,
L I A B I I .lT iL S D E C , 31. 1913.
membership ought to be a guarantee
v a ca tio n an d h u n tin g c o u n try .
The reporter apologizes
to the three times a week. Cabbage, beets N et U npaid L osses,
$1 090,933 6
N o r w a y P in es H o u -e a n d (lam p s, D o h -is l.akt for honesty.
If all honest people speakers if there are essential omis- or sprouted oats are all good feeds, IJnearn d R rem iuras,
1,160.51111
M ost a tt ;a c t iv e s tuatinn m M aine. G ood
All o th e r L iabilities.
199.-2utl
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membership tions o£ their sentiments.
It was fare‘
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i n g . fish in g and va ca tion section o f beautifu
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would be largely increased.
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Church ed just noW( we did not feel justI_ adapted for tbe evening meal than
Ran geley lak es
STATE
F IR E INSUR
and Music.
Mr Keyes considers £}ed in no£ ^ym g to render the ser- corn. A chicken can be made to feel G R A N I T E
Ca ap Bemis. The B irches, The Barker. W rite
music an essential part of church vice asked of us.
A N C E C O M P A N Y , PORTS
fo r fr e e circu lar.
its warmth and stimulating effects
C A P T . F. C. B A R K E R , Bemis, Maine.
service and should be real worship.
M O U T H , N. H.
best on a cold night.
V I A R U M FO R D F A L L S
He told us how much ho personally! QA y E T Y A T L A K E S ID E V I L L A G E
B est S alm on a id T rou t Fishinar in Maine. Fly enjoyed music and that he had gen- j
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fish in g begins about J u n e 1. Send fo r circu lar.
P A N Y , 80 M A I D E N L A N E ,
$ 45.000»
H ouse alw ays open. J O H N C H A D W IC K & CO., evally taken some part in the service;
R eal E sta te ,
(O0mttouM ^
^
IMP®
M ortg ag e L oans,
U p p er Dam, Maine.
N E W Y O R K C I T Y , N. Y.
948,6,00
s to c k s and B onds,
ever since he was two years
old, I
Delbert Morr,
WaIter
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WiIE ngland, B est black bass fishing in the world,
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G ross A ssets,
sung, and the reporter can affirm ! fred GuiIe> 0wen Brackett> JaJr Buck_ M o r t.a g e L oans,
300,000 0 0
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1.31.846 56
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253.165,56
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o f Bald M ountain in a good fii-hing section
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CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the
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learned P ie m urns,
863.896 25
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why son for withholding it.
Winifred Morrison; recitation, Like U.
\!l other L iabilities,
F IR E
INSURANCE
342,54 16 H A R T F O R D
not trke a trip to the real Pine Woods?
The next and last sentiment given Washington, Don Spencer, (spoken Cash C a p i-a ',
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C O M P A N Y , H A R T FO R D ,
Camps reached same day from Boston. by the Toastmaster was the Past,
Surplus o v e ra ll L iabilities,
700. 00 00
with sword and gun); song, Wash
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
CONN.
2.668 088 41
school; T otal Liabilities snd S urplus,
boating, canoeing, flood log cabins. Present and Future Hon. Joel Wil ington’s Christmas Party,
bur,
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said
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was
invit
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet.
recitation, Our Pattern, Harry Pick- U. S. B R A N C H SU N I N S U R R A N C E
GLJY CHADOURNE, Prop.,
Bingham, Maine ed after coming to the place
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that el; recitation, seven boys,
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Why
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evening to respond to that senti Can’t You and I, Harry Pickel, Fred
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only Quimby, Glenn Murphy, Delbert Mor R al E state,
T h o r o u g h ly m od ern .
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rou te. T a v ern all y ea r.
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We were all interested in his recol tion, A King, Hayden Tibbetts; Flag A ll o th er A ssets,
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lections of the past.
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Little
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DISTINGUISHED
MEN TO SPEAK
Will

Urge Development of Maine
at Augusta Meeting.

Prominent men and women from
«very section of Maine will speak at
the big “ Develop Maine’’ movement
meeting in Augusta City hall, Feb,
27, and endorsements of the move
ment have been received from every
nook and corner of the Pine Tree
State. Realizing that the movement
is bound to develop an awakening of
Maine’s wonderful resources, citizens,
tcwn officials, women's clubs, trade
organizations and the granges have
responded splendidly to the call
sent out by the committee and will
send delegates to the meeting in Au
gusta.
Arthur A. Heald of Waterville,
layman secretary of the State Y.
M. C. A., has consented to act as
presiding officer of the
meeting,
while Governor William T. Haines,
and every living ex-Govern or
of
Maine have promised to attend the
meeting and deliver brief addresses.
The list of speakers for the meet
ing include Governor
William T.
Haines of W aterville; ex-Governor
Frederick W. Plaisted of Augusta;
ex-Governor William T. Cobb of Rock*
land; Hon. W. B. Skelton, Lewiston;
Hon. C. S. Stetson of Greene, master
of Maine State Grange; Hon. Arthur
Chapin of Bangor, president of Maine
State Board of Trade; Hon. Charles
S. Hichborn, Augusta; Rev. George
Lloyd Cook, Jay; M. B. Smith, Bel
fast; Mayor Elmer E. Newbert, Au
gusta; George S. Hobbs, Portland;
Dr. Leon S. Merrill, Orono; E. P.
Ricker, Poland; C. H. Babb, Augus
ta; Carl Milliken, Island Falls; Paul
D. Sargent, Augusta; W alter Sawyer,
Lewiston; W. E. Parsons, Foxcroft;
Obadiah Gardner, Rockland; Hon. J.
Tho King of All Laxatives

Louis.

LIVE ON RABBIT
INSTEAD OF BEEF

The Develop Maine Movement has
been endorsed by the Maine 1920
committee of the State Board
of
Trade, college professors, agricultur
ists, the clergy, business men, manu
facturers, commercial travelers, fra
ternal societies, representatives
in
Congress, town and city
officials.
Women from every section will be
welcomed at the meeting and the
committee has sent invitations
to
the Federation of Women’s Clubs to
send delegates to Augusta, Feb. 27.
This movement to forward the in
terest of Maine will have, I need
hardly assure you, my heartiest co
operation,” says State Superintend
ent of Schools Payson Smith.
“I
have been endeavoring In every way
to make the school system of our
State a more active factor in direct
ing the education of our young
people to the opportunities that await them here.
An organized
movement such as is proposed can
not fail to be beneficial to all the
interests of Maine.”

I will appreciate the favor of havH ood’s Sarsaparilla is the Best.
ng this letter published in your colimns for I believe at last a way
Catarrh is as much a blood dis
tas been discovered by which the
ease as scrofula or rheumatism. It
may be relieved, but it cannot bo
igh cost of living may be reduced,
removed by simply local treatment.
n reading your recent edition I notIt causes headache and dizziness,
ced where a brother sportsman
impairs the taste, smell and hearing
stumbled a little and would
have
and affects the voice, hurts the
alien as others have before such a
stomach, deranges the digestion, and
roomy question.
But as Mr. Luce
breaks down the general health.
One of its worst effects is the weak
vas not traveling the woods that
ening of the delicate lung tissues,
lay for the purpose of “ falling all
which leads to consumption.
over himself,” as he says, he thereOld reliable H ood’s Sarsaparilla
ore solved this great problem, “ The
is^found to be of great service in
igh cost of living” which thousands
the treatment of catarrh. It goes
ave been studying on.
This is how
to the seat of the trouble, purifies
the blood, and is so successful that
ihe question may be solved.
First
it is known as the best remedy for
we must take the law off from rab
this common disease.
bits, hire a small army (pay them in
H ood’s Sarsaparilla strengthens
rabbits) equipped with a gatling
and tones the whole system.
It
iun and each man a good Remington
builds up. Ask your druggist for it. j
pump gun.
Now all we lack is a
leader and a field for action.
The
Estelle Hinkley is stopping for a
heapest way Is to kill two birds
few
weeks with her sister,
Mrs.
with one stone when possible. Get
Harry Meecham.
Mi\ Luce for a commander; tell him
Mrs. Fred Kenniston is on the
you are ready for war against the
sick
list this week.
tmunies.
He will at once lead the army to
the field of action which I presume
RUSSELL’S MILL
will be this half mile strip of timber
land, unless he has found a more
Feb. 23.
favorable bunny yard.
Now
the
Miss Martha Marden closed her
battle Is on.
Of course any civil
school at Rnowltcn’s corner for a
ized person would not want to watch
six weeks’ vacation.
a decisive battle, at least not where
Mr. Wm. C. Upham attended the
so many of the opposite force (bun
horse race at Wilton last Saturday.
nies) are continually charging; now
let's take a look at the great field
if slaughter.
What do we
find?
Well, my kind friends, there are at
least 900 bunnies which would mean
one ton of good solid meat fit for
roasting, frying or broiling, and per
haps a few large buck deer.
Now
that isn't so bad after all, on such
a small space of land, for you can
at least reckon on ten cents a pound
for your rabbit meat and what about their skins.
Rabbit skins are
easily worth one dollar per hundred
meaning another nine dollar profit.
But the best is yet to come for the
beef trust must die; the farmers in
the future can 3hoot rabbits for a
living instead of milking Jersey cows
and tlie high cosFOf living
must
PH ILLIPS, M AINE
drop.
And to think that a native
Farmers’ ’ Phone 33-3.
from the northern part of Maine was
the cause of it all.
Isn’t it glor
ious.
Smith; pitcher, Mrs. Bell Sargent;
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Stevens
Yours truly,
nappy, Hermon Sargent; pair linen spent Saturday evening at J.
C.
O. L. Ross.
towels, Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Keef; Leadbetter’s.
pair bath towels, Mrs. Geo.
Voter;
Arthur Thompson has
finished
NORTH PHILLIPS
book of poems, Albert Coffren; large hauling his pulp wood.
J. C. Leadbetter and Son
are
decorated plate, Grangie and Vivian
Marden; table mat, Mrs.
Clinton getting out pine lumber for F. C.
Feb. 24.
The wedding reception of Mr. and Harnden; embroidered center piece, Metcalf.
Miss Martlia Marden is at work
Mrs. Samuel Sargent which was held Mrs. J. L. Case, New Britain, Conn.;
at the home of Percy Voter, Feb. 7, Carroll Huntington, Carl Hinkley, at O. E. Dingley’s.
Guy Pease of Wilton was in Rus
cents
was indeed a very enjoyable affair. Basil Davenport, twenty-five
sell’s
Mills buying stock last week.
each;
Nial
Moody,
fifty
cents;
Mr.
There were nearly one
hundred
guests present, many coming from and Mrs. Leon Hinkley, fifty cents; j L. A. Nickerson attended the
out of town.
Games were indulged Mr. and Mrs. E. L. McLaughlin, Fern Golden anniversary of the K. P. at
in by the younger ones, while the Sweetser, fifty cents; Mr. and Mrs. Livermore Falls last Thursday even
older ones spent the evening in so- W. R. Hinkley, seventy-five cents; ing.
Mrs. J. W. Moody still remains in
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McLaughlin, one
dollar; Arthur Hinkley, twenty-five very poor health we are sorry to say.
H E E D T H E W A R N IN G .
cents.
Mrs. E. R. Lander is visiting her
Many Phillips People Have Done So.
TAYLOR HILL
daughter, Mrs. Ina Davenport.
Philip Shepard is spending a few
When the kidney® are weak they
days with his grandparents, Mr. and
Feb. 23.
give unmistakable warnings that
Mrs. Eugene Hinkley.
Mrs. F. P. Nutting is very sick.
should not be ignored.
By examin
Arthur Hinkley was a guest over Mrs. Nettie Fuller is assisting her
ing the urine and treating the kid
Sunday
of Frank Phillip, Avon.
for a few days.
neys upon the first sign of disorder,
L. S. Smith was a caller at Sweet's
many days of suffering may he savedi Archie Byron of Dryden was in
Weak kidneys usually expel a dark, this place last week and stopped pond Sunday.
Wilbur Grant has finished sawing
ill-smelling urine, full of “ brickdust” over night with his uncle Leander
lumber and will soon move his mill.
sediment and painful in passage. Gay.
F. P. Nutting has finished
his
Sluggish kidneys often cause a dull
lumber lots in town and has bought
parfn im the small of the back, head
a lumber lot in Anson.
ache®, dizzy spells, tired, languid
Dr. C. W. Bell was a caller at F.
feelings and frequent rheumatic Mothers often wonder why their chil
dren are not rugged and hardy. In a
P.
Nutting’s Sunday.
twinges.
vast number of cases the trouble is—
Bert Mitchell was called to An
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for the Worms.
igtqifr. Signsof worms are: Indiges- son by the sad death of his son Gene
kidneys only. There is no better rec
tion, variable appetite, crav*«
He was tenderly cared
ommended remedy.
Sf “V w * ing for sweets, nausea, Mitchell.
Phillips people endorse Doan’s Kid
vomiting, swollen upper lif, for by his sister Mrs. Burton Dickey
jfsMMw sour stomach, offenshe in the last weeks of his illness. He
ney Pills.
Mrs. E. A. Kennedy, Phillips, Me., ^^Vlr-Sjb^breath, hard and full bffly, was a great sufferer at the last and
TOfifoU jj^eyes heavy and dull, twitchsays: “ My back had pained me con T r a d e M ark ing eyelids, itching of the he had suffered so much that he was
stantly for six months and was very nose, itching of the rectum, short dry ready to go.
He leaves a father
stiff and sore.
I was tired most cough, grinding of the teeth, little red who is blind, one sister, grandpar
of the time.
On a friend’s advice, points sticking out on tongue, starting ents, and a host of aunts, uncles and
during sleep, slow fever
I got Doan’s Kidney Pills.
After
He
Dr. True’s Elixir, the 60 years time- cousins besides many friends.
using two boxes, the pains and tired tried Family Laxative and Worm Ex- was a very good school teacher and
feeling left me.
Doan’s Kidney Pills peller, will expel the worms and restore was dearly loved by his pupils. He
the vim and vigor to your child. Good
have my highest endorsement.”
for adults also. Discovered by my fath was a member of the Odd Fellows
For sale by all dealers.
Price er over 60 vears ago. 35c, 50c, and $1 0n lodge . Much sympathy is felt for
50 cents.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buf at all dealers’ . Advice free. Special
the father and sister in their
sad
falo, New York, Sole agents for the treatment for tapeworms. Send for
sorrow.
He
was
a
very
fine
young
book.
United States.
man and was liked and respected by
Remember the name—Doan’ei—
all.
’
j
Auburn,
Maine
/V.
and take no other.

Leon

S.

M e r rill.

“ It seems to me that sucji a
movement has been needed for a
long time,” said Leon S. Merrill of
the University of Maine, “ and is
bound to be a very constructive agent for the promotion of
Maine
and Maine interests.
“ It should—and I believe will—
conserve the efforts of the various
organizations now working for the
development of our State;
hence,
it will bring about a co-ordination of
effort which will strengthen
the
weak places in our plans of attack,
and eliminate the tremendous wastes
that are bound to occur through In
dividual work.
I am most certain
ly in sympathy with the movement
and will give it hearty support.”
La

Grippe

Leaves Its
trate.

Victims

Pros

persistent coughing Is weakening. The
quick action of Foley’s Honey and Tar
makes it valuable in severe la grippe
coughs.
F. G. Prevo, Bedford, Ind.,
writes:—"La grippe left me with a se
vere cough that Foley’s Honey and Tar
Co. Philadelphia or St. cured, and I am back to my normal
weight.’ ’—R. H. Preble.
are the “ king of all
are a blessing to all
always keep a box at
box and get well acents.
At Druggists

THOUGHT ABOUT THAT
HOT WATER BOTTLE?
You know there is nothing
better for warming a cold bed
during these winter nights, or for
allaying the suffering, o f neural
gia, toothache, or other pain.
Before you buy let us show
you our heavy gauged, handsome
ly embossed

I

MAXIMUM

|

W A TE R BOTTLES

Each bespeaks satisfaction at first glance and
we give you a tw o-year guarantee certificate with
each bottle.
This cold w eather com fort will withstand
hard usage; will not leak nor g ro w hard. Made
of finest rubber, o f a rich chocolate color. Each
Maximum W ater B ottle has the same quality
features, reinforced seams, fu ll capacity, unloseable stopper.
Price $2.00— guaranteed fo r tw o years.
ISN 'T THIS R E A L L Y ECON OM Y

MAXIMUM W A TE R BOTTLES
are sold in this com m unity only by

R. H. PREBLE,
THE

PHILLIPS,
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Obadiah Gardner, Rockland; Hon .J.
A. Roberts, commissioner of agricul
ture; DeForrest H. Perkins, Port
land; Roy L. Marston, Skowhegan;
Charles L. Donahue, Rockland; L.
G. Geary, Sanford.

Some victims of la grippe never fully
For constipation, use Dr. King’s New
life Pills.
Paul Mathulka, of Buffalo, recover the health of the lungs, and
N. Y., says they
luativ&s.
They
my family and I
home.”
Get a
gain. Price 25
or by mail.
H. E. Bucklen &

PH ILLIPS,

REXALL

STORE

MAINE

Portland. Feb. 17, 1914.
To the Editor of Maine W oods:

cial chat. Music on the graphophone
was much eujoyed by all. A gener
ous treat of candy, peanuts, popcorn
and apples was passed around, after
which the guests departed wishing
Mr. and Mrs. Sargent many years
of wedded happiness.
Below is a
list of the presents: Chamber set,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Voter; y2 dozen
silver knives and forks, pair towels,
feather bed and quilt top, S. Belle
Bean; oak rocker, Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Stinclifield; parlor lamp, Hazel
Sargent and Per ley Phillips; linen
table cloth, y2 dozen linen napkins,
pair embroidered pillow slips, Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Voter; bed spread,
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Fronk, Far
mington;
one-half
dozen
solid
silver
teaspoons,
Mr. and Mrs.
George
L.
Voter,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Percy Voter, Mrs.
Edmond
Fronk, Miss Belle Bean, Hortense
Voter;
y2 dozen silver teaspoons,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kenniston and
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Stinchfield; silver
berry spoon, Marlon Sargent, How
ard Gates; sofa pillow, Mr.
and
Mrs. Alton Dunham; pair linen tray
cloths, Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Daven
port; sofa pillow cover, Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Hinkley; glass cream
pitcher, Glenton Thompson; picture,
Evan Webber; pair vases, Mr. and
Mrs. James Bursiel; glass
fruit
dish, Mr. and Mrs. Ervin
Parker;
glass fruit dish, Bertha and Ella
Moody; a monster rug, embroidered
linen bureau scarf, Hortense Voter;
decorated pitcher, Cynthia Hinkley;
bon bon dish, Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Smith; bon bon dish, Miss Minnie

CATARRH LEADS
TO CONSUMPTION
It

Requires

a

Blood

Remedy—*]

V A R -N E -S IS

Stomach and Rheumatism
Medicine
Of To-day

E. H. WHITNEY, PHARMACIST

Worms Sap Children's Health
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day evening the matter of transpor T. U. will be held at the home of j to Mrs. Kate French and M. L. Mit vote to have an “ A ” or “ B” grade
chell, first; to Miss Annah Farnum High school instead of two “ C” grade
tation and train service was taken ^soon, Feb. 26, at 2.30.
up and H. S. Wing and S. J. Wyman j Mrs. Carroll Lander was reinstat and Chas. Chamberlain, second. The schools, and where located; to in.
were appointed a special committee |ed at the regular meeting of the committee in charge of the entertain struct the selectmen to close the
to wait on General Manager Geo. S. Pythian Sisters on Wednesday even ment were Mrs. L. L. Mitchell, Mrs. municipal year so that the printed
Wallace Libby, Mrs. Raymond Phil- reports shall he ready for distribuThe attendance was good.
Hobbs of the Maine Central.
The ing.
Birthdays of Washington and Lin spring and summer schedules are
(Continued on page 11.)
Exercises for Washington and Lin-1 hPs> Mrs- F* ° - Merchant.
T1*®
being made up and it is for the coin’s birthdays were given in the tables were tastefully decorated with
coln Fittingly Observed
purpose of arranging trains for this sub-primary room Friday, Feb. 20, chrysanthemums. Refreshments were
by Schools.
division of the Sandy River & Ran- as follows: - The Leaves are Fad peach unique, fancy cakes and salgeley Lakes railroad that the com ing, school; song, W e’ll
never tines.
The following statistics are from
mittee
is
chosen
to
consult
with
the
Drink
Wine,
school;
recitation,
Ella
(SpeciaJl to Maine Woods.)
the
annual reports of the municipal
Mr. Wing and Atwood; Washington, ten boys; rec
Kingfield, Feb. 22.—At a meeting General Manager.
officers of New Portland for the
Mr.
Wyman
were
in
Portland
Satur
itations by Laurence Cross, Ruthie
of the Progressive Town Committee at
year 1913:
Town valuation; real
Packard; Finger Play by school; rec
Eldridge's ball, Friday night it was day and Monday.
estate
resident,
$183,935; town valua
The committee in charge of the itations, Malilon
Davidson, Cora
Phillips, Maine.
the sense of the members present
tion, real estate non-resident, $31190;
Golden
Jubilee
Celebration
of
Alham
Batchelder; recitation, Lincoln,
by
that the Progressive party should
Monuments, Headstones,
Saturday seven girls; recitation by Kathleen » WSOMl estate resident, $7o840; perput in the field Coui ty, State
and bra Lodge K. of P. for
sonal estate, non-resident, $115; to
Congressional tickets.
The Commit-(evening were Samuel Moores, O. C. Longley, Everett Atwood;
song,
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
tee, all but one member being pres-! Dolbier, Chas. Hodgman and C. R. Hush-a By-Lo, by girls of the baby tal, $291080; number of polls taxed,
and
ent, were in favor of separate and Vose. Piglrim Temple No. 61 was class; recitation by Olive Davidson, 261; rate of taxation, 3 cents; total
liabilities,
$3946.83;
total
resources,
Cemetery
W
ork o f all Kinds
independent action in state, county entertained to a banquet and literary Wesley Winter; February, by five
$3478.53; liabilities above resources,
program.
little girls; recitation, Ethel Perry.
and national politics, and expressed
$468.30; school fund, $747;
Joseph
The regular meeting of the W. C. Among the visitors present
were
a determination to attend, and get
Williams
fund,
$4,775;
est.
value
of
others to attend, the
Farmington Mrs. J. N. Parker Thursday after- Mrs. Jane Davidson, Mrs. A. G. Per
PH ILLIPS,
ME.
road
machines,
rollers,
safe,
sealers
ry, Mrs. Carl York, Mrs. S. J. Will
Conference on February 26.
The
outfit, $800.
The treasurer’s report
All orders by mail or in person
iamson, Mrs. Edna Atwood.
committee is L. A. Norton, chairman,
AN U N U S U A L O P P O R T U N I T Y
shows a check account on hand of promptly attended to.
O. C. Dolbier, I. L. Eldridge, H. P.
_____
The second of The Ladies’ Whist $699.95. The superintendent of schools’
Wood, A. G. Wintei.
j B h . Preble will pay hack your Club Gentlemen’s night was held at report shows the average length of ----------------- — -------------- i i
H a rry F . B eed y
Maud E. Beedy
George R. Crocker was arrested money if Hamilton’s Old English Red Men’s hall, Friday evening. All
the school year 26 2-7 weeks; aver
HARRY F. BEEDY & CO.,
Friday night by Deputy Sheriff L. J B l a c k 0 i l f a i l s to cure all kinds of members were present except Mr.
Fire
Insnsaiiee
Agency,
age wages of teachers, $8.87,
the
A g e n cy lo r;
P. Hinds, on a warrant for search 1flesh wounds, sprains, stiff joints, and Mrs. A. C. Woodard. The in
T h e A e tn a o f P la rtfo d ,
number of scholars April 1, 1913,
and seizure.
A small quantity of inflammation of all kinds, on man or vited guests were Mr. and Mrs. A.
T h e Home,
, 232. Special articles in the warrant 1
T h e N iagara.
liquor was found, and a hearing set beast.
It is the most healing prep- G. Winter, Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Huse,
,
.
. „
tVl_i
N e w Y ork U n d e rw rite r’s Agency
’
.
are to raise money for lighting the
o f N ew York.
for Wednesday, Feb. 25 before Trial aration known to the medicine world Mr. and Mrs. Riley O. Durrell, Miss
O ffice a t R esidence,
, North and West villages with elec
to-day.
Never
in
the
history
of
our
M A IN S T ..
P H IL L IP S , ME.
Justice O. C. Dolbier.
This arrest
Annah Farnum, H. H. Boynton, Hertric lights; to see if the town will ______________________ /____________
is a further attempt on the part of store said the above druggist to a schel Boynton, R. C. Huse,
Frank
-------------------------------the school hoard and principal
to representative of a wholesale drug Hodgman and Mr. and Mrs. M. L. ;|-------------------:---~
house,
“
has
there
been
so
great
a
ferret out the liquor supply that has
Mitchell of Carrabasset. Progressive
A
W in te r Cough
been a constant source of annoyance i
for
reriied>- as there Is whist was enjoyed, there
being
A
stubborn,.' annoying,
depressing
to the school authorities, parents aDd' just now for Hamilton's Old English eight tables, and prizes were given cough hangs on, racks the bwiy weakHeadquarters for every
b_____
*
„ ___ _____
I ens the lungs, and often leads to sei,
. ..
.
, - 1Black Oil.
Phillips people are cornpeople of the town.
The
school .
..
.
of
Dr.
ious
results.
The
first
dose
thing in the hardware line.
mg in every day inquiring if it realKing’s New Discovery gives relief.
board some time ago adopted the ]y .g true that we will ■aell HamilSUCCESSFUL E V E R Y W H E R E
Henry D. Sanders, of Cavendish, Vt., Lum berm en’s Supplies,
rule that any scholar or member of ton>g Qld English Black 0 il with
People everytwhere are talking of the was threatened with consumption, after
and fine results Foley Kidney having pneumonia..
He writes:
“ Dr.
the basket hall team "who drank at ^ke understanding that it will do all quick
Blacksmiths’ Supplies,
Pills give inbackache,
rheumatism,! King’s New Discovery ought to
be in
home or away at the games would ^ka^
claimed of it or pay back kidney and bladdertroubles.
You
can j every family; it is certainly the best of Doors, Windows, Stoves, Tinware,
medicines for coughs, colds or lung Plumbing Goods,
be liable to suspension for one year Bie money.”
But we do just as not take them into your system with all
Sporting Goods,
Good for children’s coughs.
out good results.
That is because trouble.’’
Price Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Mureeco, etc.
from school.
we agree and we will hand
back Foley Kidney Pills give to the kidneys, Money back if not satisfied.
cents and ?1.00.
At all Druggists.
Now is the time to do spring Painting,
At a special meeting of the King- your money without the least argu- and bladder just what nature calls for 5o'
to heal these weakened and inactive H. E. Rucklen & Oo. Philadelphia or St
Repairing, etc.
field Chamber of Commerce, Thurs- ment if you are not satisfied.
Louis.
organs.—R. H. Prebble.

INTERESTED IN
SUMMER SCEHDULE

No. Franklin

Marble Works

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

We buy fo r the lowest
Spot Cash prices, and give
our customers the benefit of
Isame.

1

Phillips Hardware Co.

-

>•
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:

P uffs,

m

.

mm

HBH

W e honestly believe we have the best remedy in the world for indigestion
and dyspepsia. We urge you to try it at our risk. If it doesn’t relieve
you— as we feel sure it w ill—we’ll give back your money without a word.
You know us— your family druggist. You know we wouldn’t dare recommend anything we didn’t
know about, nor dare to break a promise. Therefore, when we recommend any remedy it is because
we believe it to be better than any other to relieve the ailment for which it is made, and when we
prove our faith in it and our sincerity toward you by promising to give back your money if it
doesn’t relieve you and in every way satisfy you, you have no possible excuse for doubt or hesitation.

|

Mattresses,
Pillows.
ALSO

Furniture o f All Kinds

C. F. Chandler & Sod,
Phillips,

-

Maine

and
STRONG - MAINE.

COAL
W h o le s a le and R etail
L e a v e y o u r o r d e r s ea rly for ntf
w in t e r ’ s su p p ly .
F o r p r ice s applyto

BFAL & McLEARY,
O ffice a t P h illip s Station.

are, we honestly believe, th e best rem edy m ade fo r In d ig e stio n , Dyspepsia an d all
o th e r Stom ach Ills

We Know They’re Good Delays Are Dangerous You Risk No Money
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets, in addition
to other ingredients, contain Pepsin and
Bismuth, two grea t digestive aids used by
the entire medical profession. They
soothe the inflamed stomach, cheek the
heartburn and distress, stimulate a
healthy secretion of the gastric juice,
aid in rapid and comfortable digestion
of the food and help to quickly convert
it into rich red blood, and thereby into
flesh, bone and muscle. They relieve
stomach distress promptly, and, used
regularly for a short time, tend to re
store the stomach to a comfortable,
easy-acting, healthy state. They aid
greatly to promote regular bowel action.

Don’t neglect indigestion, for it fre
quently leads to all sorts of ills and com
plications. The pain and discomfort is
not the most'll nfortunate part. The fact
that when the stomach is not acting
right, the material needed to repair the
wastes that are'constantly taking place,
in the body is not being given to the blood
either in the proper condition or fast
enough is far more serious. Nothing
will cause more trouble than an unhealthy
stomach. The blues, debility, lack of
strength and energy, constipation, bil
iousness, headaches and scores of other
serious ailments result from the failure
of the stomach to properly do its work.

Our willingness to have you use Rexall
Dyspepsia Tablets entirely at our risk
proves our faith in them. We always
sell them this way, and it is because
we know that they have greatly ben
efited scores of sufferers to whom
we have sold them. There’s no red
tape about our guarantee. I t means
just what it says. We’ll ask you no
questions. You needn’t sign anything.
Your word is enough for us. We know
that when they help you you will con
sider it money well spent even if they
had cost you ten times as much. If they
don’t help you, the money you paid for
them is yours, and we want you to have it.

5000 Cords
P e e le d S p ru ce , F ir aad
w o o d w a n te d , d e liv e re d a t any atati*
on S a n dy R iv e r & R ang © la y LakesE •
•
b e tw e e n F a rm in g to n ai d Rangelej
b e tw e e n S tr o n g ai.d S a ltm .

A. W. McL eary , Phillip*,^

E. C . Higgins, MJ
O ffice o v e r N a tio n a l Bank.

Phillips,

M
aiEf

B o th ’ P h on es

D. R.

ROSS

Attorney and Counsellor atU1
O ffice a t N o. 2 B a tes Block

Sold only at the more than 7,000 Rexall Stores— the W orld’ s Greatest Drug Stores.

In convenient boxes— three sizes: 25c, 50c, $1.00

PHILLIPS,

-

J. B L A I N E

R. H. PREBLE,

MARR’S DRUG STORE,

PHILLIPS, ME.

-

- - MA0

MORRISON

A t t o r n e y - at - Lav
Brill Block. Philliim

Fire and Life

62 Main St., FARMINGTON, ME.
l)r. W . J. Carter,

•ft e x o g t M e a n s ;K!N€> CF ALL” — O urs

•jtexa& g, Stofi^ Jn th is

DENTIST
H ou rs 8 to 12; 1 to 6.
a p p o in tm e n t.

Evenin
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SCHOOL FACULTY
ENTERTAINED

delightful time was enjoyed by those home by her little son Gordon, who Mr. Slierman was formerly from this 1
almost impassable, but Brother E.
present.
Several were unable to be; ..as spent several weeks with his town.
A. Peary of Sandy River Lodge of
present on account of illness. Those aunt.
The Ladies’ Aid met this
week 1Phillips was not discouraged
and
present were Mr. and Mrs.
Elford ] The many friends of Mrs. Lincoln Wednesday at the home of Mrs. Ida 1
was right there with the boys and
Washington’ s Birthday Celebrated Winslow, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brad-1Wortliley will be sorry to know she Robbins.
he also had some nice things to say
ford, H. C. Miller, Misses Ella Ful- j is very ill, suffering
Mrs. Ralph Knowlton has been for the good of the Order. Members
from
heart
at the Home of Dr. and
lerton, Florence Luce, Alice Smith, i trouble.
She is cared for by a quite ill the past few weeks, suf of Marathon Lodge who gave some
Mrs. Gladys Porter being guest of trained nurse.
Mrs. Bell.
All hope to hear fering from a severe cold.
fine talk on Pythianism were, James
honor.
Bert W elch of Rumford Falls spent M. Lambert, S. F. Toothaker, W. S.
she is better soon.
Mrs. Henry Ramsdell has been
Miss Cornelia Dwelley,
who
is a few days in town recently the Love joy of Rangeley and many others
(Special to Maine Woods.)
qute ill of late, suffering from a teaching in Wilton, came
Friday guqst of his parents Mr. and Mrs. and this was not all, after the ex
Strong, Feb. 24.— Martin Connoly of severe cold.
night and stayed until Monday with! s rank O. Welch.
ercises were over at the hall the
Wilton spent a few days recently
Fred Hardy from Boston, who has Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Luce. Miss
Mrs. A. H. Bradford of West Far members all went to Hotel
Strong
tith bis sister, Mrs. Myron Wither been in town the past (Week, the
Dwelley was a former assistant in mington is visiting her son Walter where a banquet was waiting
for
ed
guest of his uncle, Sam Gilman and the grammar school.
Bradford a few days.
them such as Mrs. Johnson knows
Dyer’s orchestra went to Farm ing; family, returned home last
week,
This town has any amount
of how to serve.
After the supper
Mr. and Mrs. Dan E. Leighton
ton Friday night and played for a Thursday.
Mr. Hardy has many
speed horses and it has been ex was over a social talk was enjoyed
went
to
Wilton
Saturday
afternoon
Washington’s birthday party given by friends in town who are always glad
pected there would be some inter in the hotel office.
Thus ended
and returned Tuesday noon. They
the Little Blue school.
to welcome him here.
esting ice races, but the
heavy the Golden Jubilee meeting.
went
to
attend
an
Cdd
Fellow’s
roll
Mrs. Alice Look of New Vineyard
Clifton Austin, who has been quite
storms have made the ice rough,
was a guest at F. W. Look’s one ill the past week is much improved.! call cf which Mr. Leighton is a it has been scraped several times,
IN T E R E S T IN G
SUMMER
SCHED
member.
While there __they called
day last week, en route for Kingfield He was suffering from
a severe
but the last time it was scraped it
ULE.
on
friends.
4P|
there she was going to care for a cold.
was decided to give it up at present.
Miss Verlena Winslow,
who is
Mrs. Ralph Mayers of Waterville
patient.
Mrs. Samuel Gilman and daughter
(Continued from Page Ten.)
The school faculty were entertain called on friends in town Friday working for Mrs. Frank C. Worth- Miss Edna went to Lewiston Mon tion at least one week before the
ley,
spent
Sunday
with
her
parents,
ed Wednesday night of last week by night, en route to West Freeman to
day afternoon to spend a few days annual town meeting.
with relatives there.
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Leighton at their visit hqr mother, Mrs. Sumner Love- Mr. and Mrs. J. Elford Winslow.
H.
A. McKenney was in Portland
A snow shoe club consisting
of
She returned home Monday.
Miss Kathleen Mitchell has been from Wednesday to Saturday,
pretty home on Depot street.
The joy.
and
Mrs. Olive Dodge lias been quite Mrs. Edmond Sprague, Mrs. Harry suffering from a severe cold the while there attended the Golden Jubi
evening was very pleasantly spent
Misses past week.
in playing flinch.
During the time ill the past week, suffering from a Bates, Mrs. Flora Pease,
lee of the Knights of Pythias.
Her many friends are Helen Richardson and Ella Fuller
Jim Carr and family have moved
delicious refreshments were served severe cold.
Mrs. Otis Alvord of Dover
and
ton are making some long trips this to Elbridge Vining’ s for a few weeks. Foxcroft is visiting friends in town.
consisting of chocolate and vanilla glad to know slie is gaining slowly.
The Modern Foot Measuring Con nice weather.
During their absence Dr. C. W. Bell
Ice cream and assorted cakes.
A
Mrs. L. A. Norton started Tuesday
John Norton has been quite ill will have their home repaired.
test will close March 3 with a sale
■
I
-------------------------------for several days’ visit with relatives
P R O B A T E N O T IC E S .
and entertainment.
Much is being the past few days, suffering from a
Charles Pease still remains In very in Farmington, Madison, and with
He Is, however, able poor health, his friends are sorry to her daughter Flora at Colby college.
done to make this a nice entertain severe cold.
At a Probate C ou rt held at F a rm in g ton . in and
know.
for the County o f F ranklin, on th e third T u esd a y ment, and it is hoped all who can to attend to his work now.
Mrs. William Hanscome and Mrs.
if February in th e year o f ou r L ord on e th ou e- will attend.
There was a large attendance at
Candy, popcorn, aprons,
Miss Elsie Oliver is boarding with Herbert Caldwell of Stratton visited
ind nine hundred and fourteen ,
the dance Wednesday night, which her uncle, Willie Yining and famjly.
ThefoHowinir m atters ha vin g been p resen ted fo r etc., will be on sale.
Mrs. Hanscome’s brother, L. V. Gor
theaction thereupon h erein a fter in d ica ted , it is
Miss Ethel Russell of Augusta has j was held in Luce's hall. Music was Mr. Vining is working in the tooth don and sister, Mrs. Riley Durrell,
hereby O R D E R RD :
That notice th e re o f be given to all pcrsuB s inand pick mill.
been a recent guest of Dr. and M rs.! furnished by Dyer’s orchestra
tw^ted. by ca u sin g a co p y o f th is o rd e r to be |
from Saturday to Wednesday.
published three w eeks s u ccessiv ely in th e M aine C. W. Bell.
needless to say that is always excel
Miss Maud King, Deaconess
of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Baker moved
Woods. ;* new spaper published at P h illips, in said ;
Portland will speak at the Methodist Tuesday to the L. L. Durrell rent
W illie Gilpen of North Dakota is lent music.
Cbonty. that they m ay apnear at a P rob a te C ourt
tobe held at said F arm ington, on th e third T u e s 
and
Miss Elverna Marwick of Farming- church next Sunday, March 1. It is
day of March. A . D. 1914, a t ten o ’ clo ck in the working for C. V. Starbird
vacated by Clyde Simmons.
forenoon, and b e heard th ereon i f th e y see boarding at John K. Lawton’s.
ton
is visiting her mother,
Mrs. hoped a large audience will be pres
(M'e.
Mrs. W. S. Safford has been quite
ent.
Mrs. Gladys Porter has returned True Luce for a few weeks.
Edwin F. M orrison, la te o f R a n geley, d eceased .
sick for several days.
Petition fo r a p p oin tm en t o f a d m in istra tor p re 
Flora Dobson has been suffering
to her home at Farmington
Falls,
Town meeting will be held next
sented by A gn es W . M -rrison .
Miss Bessie Howard of Highland
Elvira Bangs. la te o f Phillips, d eceased . W ill and after visiting her sister,
Mrs. Dan Monday," March 2, and by the length from a severe cold the past week.
is working in the Jenkins & Bogert
petition for prob a te th ereof Presented b y G eorg e
Thursday evening, Feb. 19, 1914,
Loighton.
She was
accompanied !of the warrant it bids fair to be a
D. Bang's, one o f the execu tors nam ed therein,
Novelty mill.
She came here from
gharlot W. D ou glass, late o f M adrid, d eceased .
very busy day.
The Ladies’ Aid there was quite a treat in store
Phillips Saturday.
First account presented b y J osep h S t. O b er. e x e will furnish dinner at noon in Bates' for the Knights of Pythias of Strong,
eator,
The Pythian service which was
A P O S IT IV E FACT
Gnstavas H unter, late o f S tr o n g , d ecea sed . P e
it being the 50tli anniversary of the
hall.
postponed last Sunday on account of
tition for license to sell real es ta te p resen ted by
Uand E. Peary, a dm inistrator.
Gibb Oakes from Rangeley
has order and as each Lodge in this the storm, was held last Sunday
Adclmon M orrison, la te o f Rantrefey. deceased. If Dr. B. J. K end all’s Quick Relief
District had been asked by
the
recently
moved
into
the
Norton
house
Petition fo r licer se to sell real e sta te presented
morning, Feb. 22 at the Universalist
Would Not Cure W e Could Not
by Harry A. F urbish , a d m in istra tor.
Grand Lodge to celebrate, Marathon
near Starbird’s mill.
church.
In the evening a Washing
Afford to Recommend it.
James W. H aines, late o f F a r p e le y deceased.
A long distant whistle has recent Lodge thought that the event could ton’s Birthday address was given by
R rt account p resen ted b y G e o r g e W . H aines,
mentor.
It is easy enough to claim a rem ly been installed in the toothpick be observed in no better way, both the pastor.
jftry E. K eene o f A v o n , petition p resen ted to j
It is said it can be heard social and instructive than to invite
edy will cure neuralgia, toothache, mill.
have her name ch an ged to M ary E. S a v a ge.
Chas. Parker of Farmington was in
Grand Vice Chancellor Charles S.
or any pain in the bowels or stom many miles.
J. H. T H O M P SO N . J u d g e o f Said C ou rt.
town Tuesday.
Attest: A . L. Fenderson. R egister.
Wilson
of
Portland
to
be
present
on
ach, but when we tell you that we
A very elaborate and
enjoyable
The Farmington Mattress Co. left
A true co p y .
have been selling Dr. B. J. Kendall's Washington’s Birthday party
was that evening and give a talk on the town Wednesday for Livermore Falls.
Quick Relief for a long time now and given by Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Bell principal foundations and teachings
N O T IC E .
They have been here for a week.
that nothing we know of gives such at their pretty home last Friday of the order.
Consequently it was
The subscriber h ereb y g iv e s n otice th a t he has
in the treat evening.
been duly a p p oin ted A d m in istra tor o f the esta te universal satisfaction
Flinch was much enjoy carried out in that way, and those B a c k a c h e — R h e u m a t i s m V a n i s h e d A w a y
of Levi C ushm an, la te o f E u stis
in
the ment of colic, toothache, cramps, or
Men and women having backache,
ed and during the evening a delici who listened to Brother Wilson’s re
Oear.ty o f F ranklin, d ecea sed , and giv en bon d s
rheumatism, stiff and swollen joints are
u the law d irects. A ll p erson s h a v in g d em an d s any pain in the bowels or stomach,
ous lunch was served as Mrs. Bell marks relative to the history of the honestly glad to know that Foley
ipinst the e sta te o f said d ecea sed a re d esired to yqu can readily understand
why we
the Kidney Pills are successful everywhere
present the sam e fo r s ettlem en t, and ail in d eb ted
knows well how to serve.
Those order from its origin up to
thereto are requested to m ak e p a y m en t im m ed i- continue to sell it over our guaran
in driving out these ills.
This is be
present time, felt more than repaid cause
Itely.
present
were,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
N.
Foley Kidney Pills are a true
tee.
And it may interest you to
P e te r H. C ushm an
for
the
effort
in
coming
cut
as
the
medicine
and
quickly
effective
in all
February t h ! 7 ,1914.
know that we make sales
almost Luce, Mr. and Mrs. J. Elford Wins
that result from weak inactive
weather was so cold and the roads diseases
low,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
E.
Leighton,
kidneys and uijirary irregulations.
every day to people who have been
N OTICE .
sent here for Dr. B. J-. Kendall’s Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Look, Mr. Al
The subscriber h ereb y giv es notice th a t he has
ton Tucker, Miss Mertie Pushee, be
been dulv ap p oin ted A d m in istrator o f th e e s ta te Quick Relief by those who themsel
•f Eunice P. A llen, la te o f S tr o n g , in th e ves have been greatly
A
delightful
benefited. ing guest of honor.
Cbunty o f F ra n k lin , d ecea sed , and g iv e n bon d s
using time was enjoyed by those present.
u the law d irects. A ll p erson s h a vin g d em an d s Have confidence for if after
Utinst the estate o f said deceased are d esired to one bottle of Dr. B. J. Kendall’s
Alton Ladd is working for C. V. i i
present the sam e fo r s ettlem en t, and all indebted
Pe-eto are requested to m ake p a ym en t im m edi- Quick Relief
you are not perfect Starbird cutting lumber near Taylor
Itely.
ly satisfied R. H. Preble will pay Hill.
E d g a r W ills.
back your money.
February 17, 1914.
The village schools did not keep
Monday, it being observed as Wash
ington’s Birthday.
George Dunham was called to Phil
lips one day recently by the illness
S
of his father.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Chandler
spent Sunday with their relatives in
Still the best substitute for daylight—the
Phillips.
light o f the R A Y O . Soft, clear and pene
Mrs. Charles Conant was called to
trating, yet never hurts the eyes.
Farmington Saturday, by the illness
of her granddaughter Madeline Grant
at the home of her mother, Mrs.
A. C. Dolbier.
She is, however,
much improved and Mrs. Conant re
The R A Y O is the best oil lamp made—the
turned home Sunday.
Miss Genevieve Harnden of Port
results o f years df study. Made of solid,
land spent Sunday with Mr.
and
nickel-plated brass— durable and simple.
Mrs. P. W. Mason.
E asy to clean and re wick—can be lighted
Word was received last week, by
without removing chimney or shade. The
relatives of the death of
Mrs.
best lamp you can buy, and i;s low price
Olive W. Sherman of Damariscotta.
will surprise you.
mMM

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

l\V V

The

M id n ig h t

Sun

WALL PAPER

s

For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

Lamp

C. E. DYER’S

M A IN E .

|| S T R O N G ,

A t all dealers.

ilflllif)

STAN D ARD
N ,w Y o r k

Albany

OIL COMPANY

or New York

Buffalo
Boston

This is the time for

Watkins liniment
and Cough Remedy.

TO PIANO BUYERS
1 have the same piano for from $50 to $75 less
than city concerns get out o f you with “ highest
awards” , “ ]08 checks” , “ club sales” , etc., etc.

Over 1,000 satisfied
c u s to m e r s in Franklin County.

ERNEST L. MILLS,
THE

W ATK IN S MAN

P lea sa n t

St.,

Phillips, M e.

See me before you buy=not after.
CHAS. W . NORTON,
Church Street

-

-

Farmington, Maine

M A IN E W O O D ?, P H IL L IP S . M A IN E ,
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
Spring Styles

IN HATS
AND CAPS
Now in Stock

N ew

Derbys

N ew Soft
Hats
N ew Caps for
Men and Boys
See th e n ew
“ Diamond Crown”
s o f t hats.
The
latest novelty for
men.
Greens,
Blues, Browns.
Our caps com
prise the popular
“Homespun”
weaves in differ
ent patterns.
Try us for your
new headwear.

A T THE

CLOTHING
STORE

D. F.

HOYT,

No. 5 Beal Block,
Phillips, Maine

At a recent meeting of the Grand
Miss Lettice Harnden is employed
Lodge of A. O. U. W. held in Waterby L. A. Wortliley as housekeeper.
J. M. Wheeler of Cambridge, Mass., ville, Artemas Weatherbee, esq., of
Workman,
visited
his mother,
Mrs. Louisa Lincoln, Grand Master
Wheeler and sister, Miss Cora Wheel spoke upon the records of the order
er over Sunday and a few days this in this state, outlining the work of
week.
He was called to Farmington' the year and pointing out work for
He welcomed the
by the death of his uncle,
George the coming year.
delegates and complimented the lodge
Wheeler, esq.
Dress Skirts, black, blue, brown,
$3.00, $3.50, $4.00
Mrs. Frank Horeyseck has return for the fine entertainment.
Silk
Petticoats,
all
colors
for
2.00
Mr. F. J. Toothaker attended the
ed home from her visit to Portland.
Merceriz-d Petticoats, all colors
in
1.00
The town reports of Avon
and Grand Lodge of A. O. U. W.
Silk Waists,
$2.00 and 3.00
Salem are being printed at this Waterville last week. Mr. Toothaker
is Master of the Phillips lodge.
office this week.
Muslin Underwear, all kinds
25 cents to 2.00
Weston, the nine-year old son of
Miss Ina Badger has been home
Mercerized Poplin, all colors
25 cents a yard
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Toothaker
has from Portland where she is attend
12 1-2 cents a yard
New Percale, best grade
been having his share of illness for ing business college on account of
Bates Gingham,
12 1-2 cents a yard
some time now.
Several years ago illness, caused from vaccination.
Apron
Gingham,
8 cents a yard
A stated meeting of Sherburne
he became ill and the late Dr. J. F.
Print,
light
and
dark,
best
quality
made
6 cents
Chapter
No.
117
O.
E.
S.
will
be
Hilton decided that it was due to
35 cents a yard
Stockingette, two widths for
Wednesday
lead poisoning, although, he was also held at Masonic hall,
Heavy Stockings, knit by Mrs. Tyler
The degrees will
60 cents
treated for other causes.
Several evening, March 4.
weeks ago he became worse again be conferred and refreshments serv
New line of embroidery floss, all colors.
and Dr. Higgins was called and has ed.
New Curtain Muslin,
10, 12 1 2 , 15, 18 and 20 cents
Mrs. Weston Toothaker of Rumpronounced it to be lead poisoning.
Galatea Cloth, 29 inch
15 cents
Recently he has had an attack of ford entertained the whist club re
Galatea Cloth, 32 inch, fast color
17 cents
tonsilitis, toothache, etc.,
but he cently at her home on Oxford Aven
Linen
Crash,
good
trade
10,
12
1-2
and
15
cents
seems to be on the gain at present ue.
Long
Cloth,
10,
12
1-2,
15,
20
and
25
cents
although it will take him a long
Mrs. Lyman Nelson and Miss Bar
Sheeting,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12 1-2, 15 and 17 cents
time to fully recover from the ef bara Nelsin of Vaughan street were,
fects of the poison.
He contracted among the Portlanders who went to,
New line of children’ s shoes for fat feet, sizes 6 to 2.
the disease from the water pipes Hanover, New Hampshire, to attend
coming into the house.
the midwinter carnival at Dartmouth
Rev. M. S. Hutchins gave a talk college.
Sunday evening on George Washing
Miss Ruth Austin spent Sunday at
Men’s $3 50 Gold Seal 4 buckle overshoes
$2.65
ton illustrated
with stereoptican home from the Normal school
at
One lot of 10 pair men’ s 4 buckle overshoes
1,75
views.
Principal M. R. Keyes sung Farmington.
Men’ s 8 inch moccas.ns marked
1.69
several selections accompanied
by
Dr. C. W. Taggart of Winthrop in 1
Men’ s rubbers to wear over shoes
75 cents
Miss Hilda Whitney on the piano. sending us a generous check says: j
1
web
of
black
broadcloth,
50
inch
50 cents
Next Sunday evening Mr. Hutchins “The little paper is certainly a nec
4
webs
of
50
cent
dress
goods
marked
19
cents
hopes to talk on the Panama Canal essary of life with me and I could
Job lot o f Hamburgs for
5 and 10 cents a yard
showing about 50 pictures.
not very well get along without iL
Crash,
Saturday afternoon and evening at Although nearly all my old friends
7 cents
the Parish House, Miss
Miriam at Phillips are dead and gone I al-1
Torchon lace, 6 yards for
10 cents
Brackett and her club of Camp Fire ways think of the old town as my
Bed spreads.
$1.00, $1. 50 and $2.00
Girls enjoyed the afternoon socially only home.”
Sofa Pillow crash,
20 cents
and a supper consisting of oyster
Frank F. Graves, registered optom
Seersucker,
121-2 and 15 cents
stew, sandwiches, cake and chocolate. etrist will be at the residence
of
Ve'veteen, all colors
50 cents a yard
Mrs. Hilton’s successor, Mrs. Rus
Twelve members were present.
Silk,
all
colors
39,
50,
75
cents
and
$1.00 a yard
Beatrice and Hillard Beede, child sell, shortly after March 1, 1914.
ren of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Beede
C. H. McKenzie Company will open
have had the pink eye the
past a millinery deartment about April
1, and will employ an experienced
week.
Watch for the opening
Malcolm Barker will be the guest trimmer.
of Miss Ruth Austin for the B So date.
cial of the Normal sehool at FarmingThe King’s Daughters were
de
lightfully entertained last week by
ton.
Mrs. Julia Hinkley and son Harry Mrs. Rufus Beede and Mrs. A. G.
Eighteen members were
Hinkley of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
have Cronkhite.
both been quite ill, Mr.
Hinkley presnt and four visitors. Games were
having been confined to the house enjoyed after the regular meeting.
with
for about two weeks from the ef Refreshments of ice cream
cherries, Washington pie and cake
fects of the grip.
Each guest was given
Mr. I. P. Savage of Wilton, for were served.
merly of Salem, is doing a large a red hatchet and Washington nap
Mrs. E. B. Currier will en
business in hulled corn.
His route kin.
covers quite a territory going to tertain at the next meeting.
Dixfield, Farmington, New Sharon,! Mr. and Mrs. Ray Knapp of Kingetc.
He visits Phillips about every field were the guests of relatives In
two weeks.
He has a good number town over Sunday.
Mrs. George Hunter is visiting in
of customers and they are well sat
BUTTERKK PATTERNS IN STOCK
isfied with the quality of the corn Kingfield for a few days.
Miriam Brackett has been confined
he brings them.
He drives a span
to the house since Tuesday with a
of horses.
F a r m e r s ' te le p h o n e
Mrs. Linwood Kelley of Rumford severe cold.
Miss Lizzie Greenwood of Haver
No.
2
Beal
Block,
Phillips, Me.
left last week for South Bend, India-,
hill, Mass., was the guest of her
na, where she will visit
relatives.
brother, Edward Greenwood and wife
the dance at the Grange hall held
Mr. Kelley is the son of the late
over Sunday.
after the basket ball game last Fri
Will Kelley who formerly lived in ,
Miss Cora Wheeler attended the
day evening.
Music was furnished
Phillips.
D id s o m e o n e f o r g e t t o give yon»
funeral of her uncle George Wheeler
by the Peerless orchestra of King- w a tc h o r d id y o u f o r g e t t o buy one to
Howard Leavitt has been confined
in Farmington Saturday afternoon.
field.
About 70 from that
town s o m e b o d y ? N o w is y o u r chance. B;
to his home by rheumatism recently
Miss Ina Badger who has
been
came over on the special to witness c o -o p e r a t io n w ith th e fa c to r ie s web»«
home ill with the effects of vaccina
the game.
b e e n a b le to a r r a n g e f o r this sale.
Portland
Colds, constipation and headache are tion expects to return to
James Norton of Portland has been
F ir s t c a lle r s h a v e fir s t ch oice, so all
three common afflictions and relieving Saturday of this week.
a recent guest of his parents, Mr. e a rly .
the constipation helps the cold
and
There was a large attendance at
stops the headache.
Use Foley Cathar
and Mrs. J. A. Norton in Avon.
tic Tablets because they are very

S e d g e le y

NEW GOODS

LOW PRICES

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

Large Assortment o f Robes,
Drawers, Chemises, Skirts,
Corset Covers, Etc.
I

paoirpt and thoroughly cleansing, with
absolutely no unpleasant effects.
A
whole bottle full for 25 cents.—R. H. Safe For Babies, Effective For GrownUps.
Preble.
That’s Foley’s Honey and Tar Com
pound.
It has the confidence of your
druggist, who knows It will give you
satisfaction.
W. W. Nessmlth, States
boro, Ga., says:—“ I have used Foley’s
Honey and Tar Compound in my family
W E S O L IC IT T H E PATRO N
and have sold It in my store and It
never fails to cure.’’
Refuse a sub
AGE OF T H A T C L ASS ©F D E 
stitute.—R. H. Preble.
WHO

ABSOLUTE

AND

$110,000.00

SURPLUS

GUARANTEES

RATE

18 T H E

C. M. H O YT

^

IN 

And

|---------------------------------------------- |

CRISCO

H u lle d C orn
P u re H o n e y
P e a n u t B u tte r
Soup
S h rim p
M u sta rd P ic k le s
C o co a
C orn

TOOTHAKER’ S
CASH STORE

Bank
PHILLIPS,

-

MAINE

= FRESH OYSTERS

WOOD8

NOW

AND
LOCAL

FOR

READ
NEWS.

M A IN E

ALL

35c and 50c Molasses

B EA N ’S I

at

S U B S C R IB E

MAIM

Stove W ood

A few prices

E ST R A T E C O N S I S T E N T W I T H

Phillips National

A . G. CRONKHITE,

Buying To Save Money

H IG H

S UC H S A F E T Y .

Open Saturday
Evenings.

I

Buying Foley’s Honey and Tar Com PHILLIPS,
pound saves money because Just a few
doses stops the cough and cold and
one bottle lasts a long time. It quick
ly heals raw and Inflamed surfaces,
All Kinds of
stops tickling throat, haleh,, rasping
coughs, croup, hoarseness, bronchial and
Cord
Wood
la grippe coughs.

F IR S T

T H A T S A F E T Y , A N D O UR
TEREST

Advt

C O N S ID E R

8AFETY

OUR C A P IT A L
OF

Steam Laundry.

ALL NEW

JANUARY SALE OF WAICHES!

PO SIT O RS

Agency for Universal

8- G o .

Mince Meat
Mustard

THE

L

10c
25c
20c
10c
15c
25c
10c
10c
10c
10c
Ph one 89-12

J

AT

B. S. BEEDY’S
A s u g g e s t i o n "I f y o u b re a k o r lose your gl*fsei
k in d ly n o t ify m e and I will furnish 1^
EXACT d u p lic a te s on short notice.

FRAN K F. GRAVES,
Registered Optometrist
NEW

SHARON,

-

MAINE.

You w a n t to advertise where
can get the beet results from mon«)
expended.

T r y Maine Wood*.

L

